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ABSTRACT 

 

The 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami resulted in a tragic loss of life and immense 

suffering. This thesis explores the ways in which five people from Sri Lanka 

worked to address the disruption to their life narratives caused by the loss of loved 

ones as a result of this tragedy. I demonstrate that the reconstruction of life 

narratives does not aim to cure; instead it helps people make sense of events, and 

cope and live alongside the aftermath of a disaster. The theoretical framework for 

this research is informed by narrative research, practice theory and phronesis. 

Semi-structured and walk-along interview techniques were used to gather the life 

narratives of the five key informants. Participant accounts were situated within the 

community setting of the town of Hikkaduwa, Sri Lanka. Findings indicate that 

the significance of public monuments for processes of memorialisation and 

mourning can be contested compared to what is traditionally understood. I argue 

that personal material objects, symbolic spaces and everyday practices can serve 

as metonyms that enable participants to re-story their fractured life narratives. 

Everyday acts and objects also allow people to re-member loved ones and past 

lives lost to the tsunami. While language and texts are still important, I go beyond 

a focus on talk in narrative research in the field of psychology to explore the 

importance of material objects in sustaining continued bonds with the deceased. 

Traditional Anglo-American psychological approaches to disaster recovery may 

be successful in some communities. However, disaster psychology could become 

more responsive and effective with a greater consideration of the context of 

culture. This study provides an alternative to the tendency in mainstream 

psychology to pathologise grief, and highlights the importance of culturally-

patterned responses to disaster. I argue that disaster psychology needs to be 

brought into conversation with other disciplines in order to fully understand how 

survivors of a tragedy can draw on cultural and community-based resources to 

build resilience in the face of grief and loss.   
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PREFACE 

 

The Indian Ocean tsunami of the 26
th

 of December 2004 devastated 

communities by claiming over 220,000 lives, and had a major impact on two 

million people in countries such as Indonesia, Thailand, India and Sri Lanka 

(Gamburd & McGilvray, 2010). Over 30,000 lives were lost, over 20,000 

sustained injuries and over 500,000 individuals were displaced as a result of this 

tragedy in Sri Lanka alone (de Mel, 2010; Department of Census and Statistics Sri 

Lanka, 2005). While these numbers comprise only 2 percent of Sri Lanka’s 

population of nineteen million, the severity of the impact of this disaster caused 

shock throughout the island (de Mel, 2010). The disaster had an effect on seventy 

percent of the Sri Lankan coastline, destroying close to 98,000 homes and 168 

schools. This further included damage to seventy five percent of fishing fleets, 

livestock worth US $4 million as well as infrastructure for transport, main roads 

and railways (de Mel, 2010; Goonesekere, 2010).  

The lack of any early warning systems in Sri Lanka at the time of the 

disaster, resulted in the television networks and broadcasting stations failing to 

announce the first signs of the tsunami. Despite the fact that the tsunami struck the 

east coast of the island half an hour prior to its collision with the south coast, 

communities in the latter regions were unaware of the situation and were taken 

completely by surprise (Goonesekere, 2010). This, along with the fact that the 

term tsunami was one that most Sri Lankans had never heard of prior to the event 

itself ensures that the significance of this tragedy will be engraved in the minds of 

these communities for years to come (Goonesekere, 2010). For some communities 

in Sri Lanka however, the devastation caused by the tsunami was just another 

addition to their existing problems. As de Mel (2007) and Ruwanpura (2010) 

indicate, in the national psyche, the tsunami was considered the maha vipatha; or 

tragedy of a larger scale, while the everyday vipath; or tragedies, continued. In Sri 

Lanka, this natural disaster thus occurred in the context of pre-existing conflict 

and displacement. Here, the tsunami represented an additional layer of 

displacement atop pre-existing political conflict and forced migration, thereby 

renewing the sense of vulnerability for many survivors of the disaster (Hyndman, 

2010; Nah & Bunnell, 2005).  
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The civil war, which spanned over two decades in Sri Lanka, has been 

characterised as one of ‘violent competing nationalisms’ (Hyndman, 2010, p. 22), 

fought between the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) and the government 

of Sri Lanka. Despite the official signing of a ceasefire agreement effective 

between 2002 and 2006, various incidents of ceasefire violations as well as 

political assassinations occurred during 2004 and 2005. As a result the ceasefire 

began to dissolve during 2006, sparked by a suicide bomb attack in Colombo 

(Hyndman, 2010). Having commenced in 1983, the end of the 25 year long war 

was only declared in May 2009 (Hyndman, 2010; Jayawardena & de Alwis, 1996; 

Weaver & Chamberlain, 2009).  

Sri Lanka’s present situation is thereby an expression of a well-

documented, long history of struggle (Abeysekera & Gunasinghe, 1987; de Alwis 

& Hedman, 2009; Hyndman, 2010; Jeganathan & Ismail, 1995; Spencer, 1990; 

Thiruchelvam, 1996). The conflict has resulted in large scale displacement within 

the country as well as beyond its borders, and is further accountable for a death 

toll that exceeds 70,000 people (de Alwis & Hedman, 2009; Hyndman, 2010). 

Additionally, while the various adversities caused by the ethnic conflict have had 

direct physical, social, economic and psychological effects on communities in the 

north and east regions of the island, communities residing in the other regions of 

Sri Lanka have suffered indirect impacts of war. In the south, violence was just 

rarer and for shorter spans compared to the north and east, which have witnessed 

prolonged destruction and displacement (Divakalala, 2010).  

Researchers argue that the conflict did not occur merely due to hostilities 

between political factions, rather, that underlying this raging warfare and violence 

were social and class tensions that need to be acknowledged and understood 

(Dunham & Jayasuriya, 2000; Gunasinghe, 1987; Ruwanpura, 2010). 

Nonetheless, during the immediate onset and aftermath of the 2004 tsunami at 

least, such tensions were overlooked amid the chaos of meeting so many urgent 

needs. An overwhelming range of humanitarian assistance initiatives emerged for 

communities directly and indirectly affected by the disaster with an emphasis on 

helping those who had lost loved ones, homes, livelihoods and property. 

Consequently, there was little or no segregation among ethnic, economic, 

religious, cultural and even political groups in providing assistance to those who 
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had lost everything (Divakalala, 2010). Research conducted by de Mel and 

Ruwanpura (2006) suggests that in the south, an air of paralysis and dependence 

prevailed among communities, where for example women depended on various 

non-governmental organisations (NGOs) or local philanthropic organisations for 

housing, food and other household supplies and jobs.  

It is in this context that my research was conducted; in the South-Western 

town of Hikkaduwa. The aim of the present study was to document the feelings 

and experiences of people living in this community affected by the 2004 Indian 

Ocean tsunami. I discuss the tsunami as yet another disruption to the continuous 

flow of local peoples’ life narratives and explore the various positive and negative 

changes to the lives of the members of this community. I further observe the 

significance of the various state-commissioned tsunami monuments as well as 

other personal memorials, material objects or art forms, and highlight how these 

objects have enabled members of this community to re-member and re-story 

events and lives as a way to rebuild their lives following the disaster.   

 

The Town of Hikkaduwa, Sri Lanka 

This research involved an in-depth qualitative study of people living in 

Hikkaduwa; a small coastal town located in the Southern Province of Sri Lanka 

(see Figure 1). I travelled to Sri Lanka for a period of seven weeks to focus on the 

everyday practices of narrative repair of people in Hikkaduwa. The tsunami was 

of particular relevance to this community due to the large loss of life and 

extensive damage in the town. Located about 99km south of Colombo, 

Hikkaduwa comprises a stable infrastructure with its own schools and medical 

clinics, as it supports a diverse community including wealthy tourists and local 

village folk. Home to a population of about 130,000 residents, this town has 

typically relied on the tourist industry as a prime economic base given its well-

earned reputation for having some of the island’s most beautiful beaches (de Mel 

& Ruwanpura, 2006; Places Online, 2011). A drive along the coast through 

Hikkaduwa marks it in every sense as a seaside tourist village attracting not only 

backpackers but also the more discerning traveller (de Mel & Ruwanpura, 2006). 

Other local trades such as way-side clothing boutiques, fast-food restaurants and 
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various local handicrafts also contribute towards promoting tourism (see Figure 2 

and 3 for images of Hikkaduwa). This industry has undergone significant changes 

during the past two decades as a result of the ethnic conflict since 1983. In 

particular, the Southern Province experienced an uprising and a period of political 

turmoil between 1987 and 1989. This, along with events such as an attack at the 

Bandaranayake International Airport in 2000 has meant a growing recognition 

that the town’s primary reliance on the tourism industry comprises occupational 

risks to tourists and tourism industry workers over which local communities may 

have little or no control (de Mel & Ruwanpura, 2006). 

 

 

Figure 1 Map of tsunami affected districts in Sri Lanka 
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Figure 2 Images of Hikkaduwa: signpost on entering the town, a stretch of beach 

and a glimpse of the main town 
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Alongside tourism, another economic mainstream of the town for many 

decades has been coral mining (de Mel & Ruwanpura, 2006). Coral mining 

furnaces were once a common sight along the coastline in and around Hikkaduwa. 

Despite recent governmental bans on coral mining and coral burning due to its 

negative impact on the environment however, these furnaces and ovens did not 

completely disappear; instead they became less of a visible landmark. Until the 

onset of the tsunami, this industry was still a key source of livelihood and 

employment for many communities in the area (de Mel & Ruwanpura, 2006). 

Since Hikkaduwa is a coastal town, the livelihoods of many families were also 

sustained by commercial fishing, although the tsunami destroyed most of the 

fishing vessels. Due to the changing national economy, a significant number of 

individuals also commute to work places in larger cities such as Galle, and 

sometimes even to Colombo. These individuals typically work as clerical staff, 

shop assistants, security officials, low-level public servants and private sector 

employees (de Mel & Ruwanpura, 2006). Hikkaduwa is home to individuals with 

diverse economic and social standing and thus from different walks of life. The 

participants of the present research all belonged to middle or lower-middle 

income groups. The following section provides an overview of the thesis with 

brief overviews of each chapter. 

 

Thesis Outline 

 

Chapter One provides a critical review of the literature discussing the 

importance of narrative repair following life changing events. I explore the 

concept of narrative, along with the significance of taking a narrative perspective 

to life. The chapter considers how various material objects such as the arts, 

souvenirs, monuments and memorials can function as metonyms that become 

instrumental in facilitating narrative repair within a community following such 

life changing and disruptive events. Insights from research into illness narratives 

are applied to national disasters and the significance of artworks such as 

memorials and/or other symbolic objects to processes of re-membering and 

narrative repair are discussed.  
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Chapter Two provides a discussion of the theoretical and practical 

approaches taken to gathering and analysing the narratives of members of the 

Hikkaduwa community. I consider how Narrative and Phronetic Research, as well 

as Practice Theory contribute to the theoretical framework of the present study. 

The chapter discusses the use of semi-structured interviews and walk-along 

interviews to gather data. Accounts of the processes of transcription, translation, 

holistic structural analysis, thematic analysis and visual analysis are discussed as 

modes of data analysis.  

Chapter Three highlights the first theme of the findings of the present 

research; the impact of natural disasters such as the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami as 

a disruption to life narratives. The chapter explores the various changes and 

impacts of the tragedy on participants and their families. I uncover the negative as 

well as the positive consequences of the tsunami. The chapter draws on Buddhist 

philosophies to argue that adversity such as experiences of trauma and loss may 

not only enable positive changes in life, but also make available alternative plots 

to life narratives.  

Chapter Four investigates the role of material objects and forms of art that 

initiate processes of re-membering, enabling people to reconstruct their fractured 

life narratives following a natural disaster. This forms the second theme of the 

findings of the present study. The chapter highlights the importance of continuing 

bonds, rather than severing connections with the deceased as a way of learning to 

live with grief and loss. I document the function of the various public monuments 

erected in the town of Hikkaduwa following the tsunami, concluding that within 

this community, feelings of grief and loss were better expressed in more 

personalised and community based ways rather than through State driven 

initiatives. The chapter explores the function of various personal material objects 

or works of art as a way that members of this community privately enact their 

emotions and established a sense of connection to their past as well as loved ones.  

Chapter Five offers key conclusions from the present study. Traditional 

psychological research on recovery following natural disasters is overly clinical 

and mono-cultural in orientation with a focus on the diagnosis and treatment of 

autonomous individuals. I argue that more attention needs to be paid to the 

importance of recovery processes and how people move through grief or learn to 
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live with grief in ways that are healthy and culturally appropriate for them. The 

chapter discusses the significance of incorporating cultural beliefs and practices 

into psychological research on natural disasters and recovery. I revisit the 

importance attributed to seemingly mundane material objects and everyday 

practices as a way of coping and learning to live with the aftermath of a tragedy. 

The chapter concludes by discussing implications of the present study along with 

ideas for future research. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

 

The 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami caused massive destruction by claiming 

thousands of lives and causing immense injury and displacement. Psychologists 

have a long standing interest in such disruptions to life. However, dominant 

approaches to these events are often culturally blind in assuming that Judaeo-

Christian inspired positions to understanding death, injury and recovery are 

universally applicable. This thesis is informed by insights from indigenous, 

community, narrative and health psychologies, which consider issues of culture in 

psychology and centralise the importance of human experience, narrativity and 

actions. Specific insights are drawn from research into illness narratives and the 

arts, which suggest that creative expression is instrumental in initiating healing 

processes that allow lives to continue despite tragedy. I also draw on Buddhist 

understandings of death and grief as core elements of renewal in life; an area that 

will be explored more fully in Chapter Three and Chapter Four. I do so in order to 

understand how particular material objects, including monuments, shrines, songs, 

artwork and souvenirs can enable people to memorialise, re-member and recover 

from disasters.  

Recent psychological narrative research on recovery following illness 

foregrounds the importance of narrative reconstruction (Radley, 2009). In cases of 

serious illness, the steady flowing continuity of life narratives can be disrupted, 

challenging not only the past, but also future hopes and plans (Bury, 1982). Such 

disruptions can necessitate people to re-assemble their very sense of self and life. 

Their efforts at re-storying themselves are given form in language, the arts and 

material practices (Radley, 2009). These insights from research into illness are 

useful in informing my understanding of how disasters disrupt life projections 

causing uncertainty and discomfort, and how people work to regain a sense of 

control over their lives (cf. Bury, 1982; Murray, 2000; Radley, 2009; Tuohy & 

Stephens, 2012). Such research exploring the connections between the arts, life 

narratives and major disruptions to everyday life provides a conceptual basis for 

the present study of narrative recovery following the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami 

in Sri Lanka.  
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Perceiving the tsunami as a disruption to the continuous flow of a life 

narrative, this study discusses the role of the arts as well as various materials 

objects in facilitating the reconstruction or re-storying of fractured life narratives. 

Consequently, material objects are viewed as mediums that enable individuals and 

communities to live with grief and loss as a result of the tragedy. The application 

of Practice Theory involves a focus on the everyday practices of people in the 

town of Hikkaduwa, Sri Lanka in coping with their grief and loss. This stance 

recognises the importance of the engagement in practices as a way of rebuilding a 

life following immense loss and grief (Shove & Warde, 2002; Warde, 2005).  

In the following sections of this chapter I examine mainstream 

psychological literature on natural disasters to highlight the individualised, 

clinical and diagnostic approach traditionally taken in this field. I provide an 

alternative to this tendency to pathologise grief. In order to do so, I explore the 

concept of the narrative along with the significance of narrative repair following a 

disruption to life. I apply insights from research into illness narratives to national 

disasters, and consider the significance of artworks such as memorials and/or 

other symbolic objects to processes of re-membering and narrative repair. 

Research into material objects such as souvenirs, as well as historical monuments 

and memorials, informs my explanation of the materiality of remembering and 

grief. In the final section I argue that objects, structures and spaces can become a 

means through which people learn to live with grief and loss.  

 

1.1 Post-disaster Research in Psychology 

Psychological research into natural disasters primarily focuses on 

diagnosing abnormalities and resolving trauma, anxiety, depression and grief (de 

Silva, 2006; Madrid & Grant, 2008; Nikapota, 2006). In practice, our disciplinary 

engagements have been limited by the dominance of overly narrow and 

individualistic therapeutic approaches. Research places particular emphasis on 

risk assessment in terms of individual vulnerability during or following a tragedy 

(Weinstein, Lyon, Rothman, & Cuite, 2000). Researchers also debate the effect of 

levels of self-professed risk; or individuals’ perceptions of their susceptibility to 

harm, on exposure to a subsequent natural disaster in the future (Burger & Palmer, 
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1991; Dolinski, Gromski, & Zawisza, 1987; Lichtenstein, Slovic, Fischhoff, 

Layman, & Combs, 1978; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974; Weinstein et al., 2000).  

Another major area of research involves in-depth enquiries into the various 

psychological effects of a tragedy (Assanangkornchai, Tangboonngam, & 

Edwards, 2004; Bland, O'Leary, Farinaro, Jossa, & Trevisan, 1996; Bystritsky, 

Vapnik, Maidment, Pynoos, & Steinberg, 2000; Madrid & Grant, 2008; Scott & 

Weems, 2013). Such research varies in its focus from discussions of the short 

term psychological effects of a natural disaster compared to the long term effects. 

In the short term, disasters have been found to be associated with increased levels 

of existential anxiety, severe psychiatric symptoms, post-traumatic stress disorder 

(PTSD), depression, somatic complaints and nightmares (Assanangkornchai et al., 

2004; Bland et al., 1996; Bravo, Rubio-Stipec, Canino, Woodbury, & Ribera, 

1990; Caldera, Palma, Penayo, & Kullgren, 2001; Escobar, Canino, Rubio-Stipec, 

& Bravo, 1992; Madakasira & O'Brien, 1987; Maj et al., 1989; Murphy, 1984; 

Papadatos, Nikou, & Potarnianos, 1990; Pynoos et al., 1993; Scott & Weems, 

2013; Shore, Tatum, & Vollmer, 1986a, 1986b; Wood & Bootzin, 1992). 

Reflecting common findings, Madrid and Grant (2008) note that individuals with 

a history of past trauma and loss tend to be at a greater risk of the reoccurrence of 

anxiety, problems with sleep and concentration, uncontrolled anger as well as 

other behavioural issues in response to a natural disaster. While the long term 

effects have been less extensively documented, the existing research suggests that 

there might be a delayed onset of some symptoms, that symptoms may progress 

through alternating stages and that significant psychiatric symptoms may remain 

for as long as 14 years (Assanangkornchai et al., 2004; Bland et al., 1996; Carr, 

Lewin, Webster, & Kenardy, 1997; Goenjian et al., 2000; Phifer, Kaniasty, & 

Norris, 1988; Wang et al., 2000).  

Studies into psychological symptoms further indicate that higher levels of 

distress occur for individuals affected by a natural disaster who have also been 

evacuated from their homes or who experience financial loss due to the disaster 

(Bland et al., 1996; Maj et al., 1989). These findings indicate a need to pay 

particular attention to vulnerable groups when planning for the provision of 

mental health services for disaster survivors. These groups include people 
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exposed to more severe and longer lasting stress, those from lower socio-

economic classes and minority ethnic groups (Assanangkornchai et al., 2004). 

As indicated above, mainstream psychological research focuses on the 

effects of natural disasters on individuals and how they cope with such tragedies, 

while the effect of a tragedy at a communal level tends to be overlooked. Collins 

and colleagues (2011) are some of the few researchers in psychology who have 

recently discussed the importance of the processes of community engagement and 

participation following a natural disaster. While they do briefly refer to the 

importance of community narratives and reflective processes for community 

recovery, there is no detailed discussion of how and why exactly these processes 

are important. On the other hand, Fernando (2009) and Klein and Schermer 

(2000), do provide rationales for communal support, and the benefits of sharing 

narratives among disaster survivors. However, they take a solely clinical 

perspective by discussing the therapeutic importance of these processes; to 

normalise stress reactions or reduce symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder 

(PTSD).   

In a Sri Lankan context, a majority of post-disaster research following the 

2004 Indian Ocean tsunami in psychology adopts a clinical focus on recovery in 

line with much of traditional Anglo-American psychology. Consequently, there is 

an emphasis on the various mental health impacts of the tsunami, including the 

commonly discussed conditions of PTSD and trauma (Kaplan, 2005; Miller, 2005; 

Nikapota, 2006). A significant body of research also highlights the importance of 

creating culturally appropriate programmes to address the psychological recovery 

of individuals affected by the tsunami in this country (de Silva, 2006; Fernando, 

2005, 2009; Kayser, Wind, & Shankar, 2008; Nastasi, Jayasena, Summerville, & 

Borja, 2011; von Peter, 2008). In contrast, Fisher (2010) took a community 

approach to examine violence occurring against women in post-tsunami Sri 

Lanka. She observed increased levels of violence against women in this context 

due to a number of reasons including lack of privacy, overcrowded living 

conditions, inadequate consideration to women’s protection in the planning of 

facilities such as toilets and bathing areas in temporary housing following the 

disaster. These factors along with gender blind programmes and policies 
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implemented by various agencies for recovery were found to increase overall rates 

of violence following the tsunami (Fisher, 2010).  

Overall, the majority of existing post-disaster research in psychology can 

be grouped into two categories; individual recovery in terms of psychological 

symptoms, and communal recovery in terms of the provision of aid and services 

for disaster relief. The field of psychology rarely tie these two categories together 

and focus on the everyday practices of a community responding to psychological 

recovery following a disaster. Moreover, scholars tend to view death and loss with 

a sense of finality and imply that one needs to move on from grief. However this 

goes against the beliefs of a majority of the people living in Hikkaduwa. Members 

of this community adhere to their cultural and religious beliefs viewing death and 

rebirth as an on-going cycle of renewal (Aronson, 2004; Wada & Park, 2009). 

From a Buddhist perspective, they perceive grief and loss as adversity in life that 

is not permanent. Missing from the psychological research on natural disasters, in 

both Sri Lanka and elsewhere, is research into the process of narrative repair 

itself, and how it can facilitate short and long term community recovery following 

a disaster. Furthermore, the importance of everyday practices involving symbolic 

artworks, material objects and places, to processes of narrative repair is an area 

yet to be explored. In the following section I expound the concept of the narrative 

and discuss how narratives are central to human understanding. 

 

1.2 Conceptualising ‘Narrative’ 

Narrative research into the quality and experiences of human life 

constitutes an established area of scholarly endeavour. According to Sarbin (1986, 

p. 9), ‘human beings think, perceive, imagine, interact and make moral choices 

according to narrative structures’. While a number of propositions have been 

debated in relation to the precise definition of the term narrative (Brewer & 

Lichtenstein, 1982; Labov, 1982; LeGuin, 1989; Sarbin, 1986; Schank & 

Abelson, 1995; Stein, 1982), in general, a narrative can be conceptualised as a 

temporally and thematically organised description of a series of meaningful events 

within a certain context (Mankowski & Rappaport, 2000). Temporal organisation 

indicates a meaningful narrative form of discourse due to an arrangement of 
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events into a specific sequence. More elaborate definitions may also incorporate 

additional elements such as ideological background and characters (Labov, 1982; 

Mankowski & Rappaport, 2000; McAdams, 1988). Thematic organisation refers 

to the notion that narratives are created for a reason, and concern something that 

the narrator cares about. Examples include humorous stories that release tension, 

or life histories that build cohesion or intimacy within a group. A dense 

description of events and sensory experiences, a general theme, and an ordered 

and integrated beginning, middle and ending are perceived to be additional 

features of a narrative (Hanninen, 2004; Mankowski & Rappaport, 2000). The 

nature and structure of a narrative is explored more fully in Chapter Two. 

Despite the importance attributed to life narratives and their various 

functions, there exists a level of controversy and debate with regards to the 

existence of an actual narrative structure to life itself. Some researchers argue that 

in fact there is no narrative structure to life, but that life comprises a messy, 

chaotic array of events onto which individuals impose a narrative form when 

viewing it in retrospect (Hanninen, 2004; Widdershoven, 1993). Regardless, a 

majority of narrative researchers seem to agree that there is indeed a narrative 

quality to both experience and life itself, and that shared stories reflect and give 

meaning to various experiences (Hanninen, 2004).   

Narrativity occurs at both personal and collective levels. Below, I explore 

the importance of personal life narratives, and issues relating to collective sense 

making through the construction and refinement of shared narratives at a 

community level (Murray, 2000). 

Narratives are often explored at the personal level and as circulating 

primarily within the confines of the individual, to produce what can be termed the 

inner narrative (Hanninen, 2004). Consequently, when narratives are considered, 

a major focus tends to be attributed to the individual cognitions of the Anglo-

American construction of the person as lonely thinker (Jovchelovitch, 2007). This 

inner narrative signifies the organisation of an individual’s experience, or rather, 

the stories one tells one’s self, as opposed to the notion of the community 

narrative shared among group members. Most narrative research conducted by 

psychologists discusses life narratives as a reflection of the inner workings of an 

individual’s mind, involving a person’s sense of identity, conceptions of the past, 
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a sense of the meaning of life in general, and perceptions of causal relationships 

between various past events (Crossley, 2000; Hanninen, 2004; McAdams, 1993). 

The inner narrative can be perceived as a mental process that is continuous, and 

comprising a number of sub-narratives that vary over time and by its degree of 

self-reflection (Hanninen, 2004). The concept of the inner narrative does not 

necessarily suggest that all mental processing occurs in narrative form. The 

internal storyteller can instead be described as the central organiser of an 

individual’s actions and experiences (Hanninen, 2004; Howard, 1991). 

The inner narrative is associated with a number of functions related to the 

regulation of emotions (Hanninen, 2004). For example, significant life changing 

past events, such as the onset of a serious illness, a tragedy, or the loss of a loved 

one can be made sense of by the construction of an inner narrative (Crossley, 

2000; Flick, 2006; Frank, 1995; Hanninen, 2004; Weber, Rowing, & Scanlon, 

2007). Experiences of loss and grief are seen as a disruption to the familiar 

organised frames of everyday life, creating a sense of instability and 

unpredictability by breaking down prior life projections. This causes significant 

discomfort to individuals and creates an intense need to regain control over their 

chaotic thoughts and emotions (Frank, 1995; Hanninen, 2004; Weber et al., 2007). 

Hence, narrative repair recreates a sense of order, and calms these disarrayed 

emotions (Howe, 1993). Research into illness narratives further indicates that the 

sheer power of narrative interpretation provides meaning as well as dignity to 

even the most painful experiences and also provides a sense of continuity between 

the past and the future (Hanninen, 2004; Mankowski & Rappaport, 2000).  

The information an individual draws upon in order to make sense of the 

world and their experiences in it through processes of narrative construction or 

reconstruction arises from discourses comprising long cultural and social histories 

(Billig, 2008; Hodgetts, Drew, et al., 2010). Consequently, one’s life narrative is 

not strictly one’s own, as it is produced from various social and cultural resources, 

and can be developed through the dialectics of everyday life (Hodgetts, Drew, et 

al., 2010; Hodgetts, Stolte, et al., 2010). Whilst narratives can be understood at an 

individual level, a personal perspective is generated from common experiences or 

communal level narratives held within a social group (Mankowski & Rappaport, 

2000; Murray, 2000; Rappaport, 2000).  
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Communal level narratives are central to collective identities and help 

people build and maintain social relationships (Hodgetts, Drew, et al., 2010; 

Mankowski & Rappaport, 2000; Rappaport, 2000). Collective identities are 

achieved through the existence of a delicate balance between similarity and 

difference to others (Brewer, 1991; Mankowski & Rappaport, 2000). Collective 

identity created by the establishment of a shared narrative has been found to be 

beneficial to group members in a number of ways; one of which is during times of 

transition. For example, narratives provided by social institutions, such as 

religious foundations or other spiritually-based communities have been 

instrumental in supporting students during stressful transitions from school to 

college life (Mankowski & Rappaport, 2000; Mankowski & Thomas, 2000). The 

same narratives  can indicate the strength of a group’s sense of community, their 

shared goals, and the structure and function of that community (Mankowski & 

Rappaport, 2000). Narratives are seen as markers for a group’s sense of 

community by serving as a handbook or ‘how to’ guide for the conduct of 

everyday life (Mankowski & Rappaport, 2000; Stuber, 2000).  

Communal narratives can refer to stories about groups that are generated 

from within the groups and which are retold and refined by group members 

(Mankowski & Rappaport, 2000). These shared narratives reflect the collective 

experience and knowledge of a community and in most cases are about the group 

itself. Community narratives can be about the history of a community, for 

example, discussing the beginning or establishment of that community and how it 

got to where it is now. They can further include stories of various significant 

events or themes in the lives of important members of that group (Mankowski & 

Rappaport, 2000). Such narratives can be presented in various forms such as 

written or verbal accounts, the use of the arts or any other form of ceremonial or 

symbolic activity (Mankowski & Rappaport, 2000; Rappaport, 1998; Thomas & 

Rappaport, 1996). Schank and Abelson (1995) accordingly highlighted the 

importance of documenting experiences in the form of such narratives. Preventing 

this information from being forgotten or lost over time makes it available as a 

resource for deepening tradition and a sense of history, helping communities cope 

with disrupted or changing environments and to instil hope and inspiration among 

group members (Mankowski & Rappaport, 2000; Schank & Abelson, 1995).  
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1.3 Narrative Reconstruction via the Arts 

Narrative reconstruction following a life disruption, such as the diagnosis 

of a serious illness, is a well-documented area in academic research. Engagements 

in creative expression in the form of art or autobiographical writing has benefitted 

individuals diagnosed with serious illnesses, including cancer, AIDS, Alzheimer’s 

disease, schizophrenia, autism, bipolar disorder, bulimia, heart disease and even 

stroke (Carlick & Biley, 2004; Jones, 2006; Radley, 2009). Reviewing and 

extending this field of research in Works of Illness: Narratives, Picturing and the 

Social Response to Serious Disease, Radley (2009) discusses the importance of 

stories and pictures as a way of organising thoughts and feelings into a coherent 

sequence. Such activities provide a narrative basis for observing and 

comprehending what disruptions stemming from the onset of a serious illness 

involve.  

Narrative reconstruction following an illness can foster comfort to 

individuals suffering from similar illnesses, by establishing commonality; 

initiating the recognition of a ‘common fate, a shared experience’ that can be ‘a 

validating and empowering experience’ (Radley, 2009, p. 106). Illness narratives 

further act as a form of healing agent, that enables individuals to come to terms 

with their illness. One’s willingness to give an aesthetic form to a painful image 

or fragment of memory from the past such as the onset of a serious illness, can be 

pivotal to the healing process by acting as a reference point, inspiring future 

experiences  (Radley, 2009; Swatton & O'Callaghan, 1999). Radley (2009) argues 

that the process of healing mentioned in this context does not necessarily 

correspond to the sense of cure, nor does the concept of redemption indicate the 

saving of what has been lost. Instead, narratives ‘can serve as vehicles for coming 

to terms, for ways of re-entering the world of the healthy, as part of which there is 

the requirement that one be self-regarding’ (Radley, 2009, p. 128). The onset of a 

serious illness challenges not only the present and the past, but also future hopes, 

plans and ambitions. The formation of an illness narrative does not necessarily 

change the fact that the individual was diagnosed with the illness, neither does it 

repair the disarrayed past. The re-emergence of these narratives like ‘visual 

snapshots’, across varying life events act as reminders to these individuals, of the 
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complexities of life itself (Swatton & O'Callaghan, 1999). Radley (2009) argues 

that the objective of narrative reconstruction is not to make forgetting a guiding 

principle, but to embrace one’s fate; no matter how traumatic, and work with it. 

This perception of narrative reconstruction proves particularly important as 

psychology tends to have an excessive focus on attempting, unsuccessfully, to 

treat and cure, when perhaps learning to cope and live with is a more appropriate 

goal.   

Similar importance has been attributed to the processes of narrative 

reconstruction by researchers studying bereavement and grief. The significance of 

narratives to establish commonality among individuals suffering from grief, 

causing them to rethink their lives and further enable them to come to terms with 

their loss, has been reiterated by researchers in this field (Glazer & Marcum, 

2003; Witztum & Malkinson, 2009). These studies congruently indicate that the 

expression of one’s emotions as narratives by the use of the arts is a way of 

making concrete something that cannot be expressed with sufficient dynamism 

verbally (Glazer & Marcum, 2003). Narrative reconstruction through the 

materiality of creative work can thus act as a transitional object that attaches 

individuals to the loved one(s) they lost (Witztum & Lerner, 2008; Witztum & 

Malkinson, 2009).  

 

1.4 Materiality and Metonyms 

Work on the importance of the material has been around since the 

inception of modern psychology (Hodgetts et al., 2010). For example, seminal 

work by William James implies that for remembering or recollection to occur, one 

needs to interact with the world (James, 1890; Shusterman, 2008; Stanley, 2012). 

It involves ‘coming into contact with our experience in order to understand, and 

transform, how we relate to that experience’ (Stanley, 2012, p. 207). Challenging 

aspects of contemporary cognitivism in psychology, James transcends the 

Cartesian mind/body dualism, which perceives the mind-brain as a mere 

information processing unit, comparing human beings to computers. James’ work 

implies that notions of remembering or recollection are not solely cognitive, and 

are actually constructive and inherently materially enacted processes (James, 
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1890; Stanley, 2012). Applying these notions to the context of a disruptive event 

prompts the idea that one needs to devise strategies to live alongside adversity and 

grief so as to get on with life; to re-story life narratives. In order to do that, one 

needs to acknowledge that the disruptive event or the loss of a loved one is in fact 

a part of life. According to Radley (2009), a path to accepting one’s fate lies in 

sharing that life event through a form of representation. In this thesis, I focus on 

two key theoretical concepts that are central to the materiality of representation; 

metonym and re-membering. 

The concept of the metonym signifies a situation where a single (material) 

object represents a larger whole, or when a single reference is used to denote 

something culturally or spatially associated (Brown, 2006). Metonyms are said to 

encode various personal histories of individuals, their notions of the ideal self, 

significant other and self-expression (Kamptner, 1989; Morgan & Pritchard, 

2005). This relationship between material objects and human experience has been 

investigated across fields such as economics, consumer behaviour, geography, 

history, tourism, media studies, anthropology, sociology and psychology (Miller, 

1995; Morgan & Pritchard, 2005; Stewart, 1993). It is of particular interest to note 

that there has been a shift in research focus from the notion that possessions are 

merely ‘crude and uncontested signs of status’, towards an examination of the 

way in which material objects initiate and encourage self-expression and personal 

development (Lunt, 1995; Morgan & Pritchard, 2005). These studies emphasise 

the processes by which personal and social identities are linked with material 

objects (Basso, 1996; Beckstead, Twose, Levesque-Gottlieb, & Rizzo, 2011; 

Bender, 1993; Tilley, 1997).   

The field of tourism categorises souvenirs as material objects that encode a 

number of functions and acquire a secular sacred character, for example, 

photographs that encode memories or signify personal histories (Morgan & 

Pritchard, 2005). These objects are retained and valued due to their extraordinary 

status and their potential implications for self-definition. Belk (1995) accordingly 

stated that ‘certain goods may come to be seen as extensions of the self’ (p. 72). 

Due to its ‘connection to biography and its place in constituting the notion of the 

individual life, the memento becomes emblematic of the worth of that life and of 

the self’s capacity to generate worthiness’ (Stewart, 1993, p. 139). Memories that 
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affirm an individual’s sense of identity are not the only memories evoked, 

souvenirs can also conjure up involuntary memories of exclusion that challenge 

personal identities (Morgan & Pritchard, 2005). 

Material objects take our focus in understanding narrative processes out 

beyond mental representations and into how things can elicit thoughts, memories, 

understandings and feelings (Beckstead et al., 2011). Peoples’ use of objects in 

coming to terms with loss for example, is more complex than simply involving an 

object onto which subjects inscribe various meanings (Beckstead et al., 2011). 

Webmoor and Witmore (2008) indicate that ‘things are an entangled aspect of 

what it is to be human and many achievements of many people...are always folded 

together into a thing’ (p. 59). Reflecting Glazer and Marcum’s (2003) notion of 

the role of artistic expression in reconstructing life narratives, there is an 

understanding that the concrete or tangible nature of a material object can be 

instrumental in initiating feelings that are normally inaccessible, and can further 

elicit episodic moments of deep affective relevance (Alexander, 2008; Beckstead, 

2009; Beckstead et al., 2011). Research into material corporeality argues that 

while the metonym itself relates to other phenomena; such as history, memory or 

social meanings as an indexical sign, it is the materiality of the object that is the 

essential factor which facilitates this process (Beckstead et al., 2011).  

Material objects can also act as objects of transition or as touchstones of 

meaning. Souvenirs are instrumental in triggering powerful memories of various 

experiences and mediating a sense of place thereby ‘enveloping the past within 

the present’ (Morgan & Pritchard, 2005, p. 31). These objects not only act as 

symbols of past experiences, but also evoke and animate memories which inform 

the present self (Morgan & Pritchard, 2005). Souvenirs as metonyms can embody 

memories, emotions and associations derived from personal or shared experiences 

and become a part of an individual’s everyday life (Attfield, 2000; Morgan & 

Pritchard, 2005). For example, a study conducted by Painter (1986 as cited in 

Chaney, 1996) examining the relationship between residents of Newcastle and the 

objects hanging on the walls of their living rooms, indicated that these objects in 

fact stood for various individuals. They were considered points of reference 

through the history of their experiences. Material objects can thus evoke 

memories of the people associated with one’s past and memories of place and 
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landscape. For some, the places and landscapes visited in the past are considered 

sacred, heavy with personal as well as social significance (Morgan & Pritchard, 

2005). Our sense of place and the past is our way of imaginatively engaging with 

our surroundings, considering it our personal perception of the world. This sense 

of place cannot be identified without memory, and therein lies the importance of 

the souvenir. 

Morgan and Pritchard (2005) further emphasise the importance of a 

concrete or tangible metonym as an object of projection. They state that words 

alone are an inadequate substitute for the expression of experience. Memories are 

not only closely linked to emotions and associations but also to fragrances, tastes 

and sounds associated with the past (Morgan & Pritchard, 2005). Souvenirs act as 

a stimulus that arouses these nostalgic senses, providing a medium by which 

recollections of past experience can occur (Basso & Feld, 1996; Dann & 

Jacobsen, 2003; Morgan & Pritchard, 2005; Porteous, 1990). Irrespective of the 

form of memories they evoke, there is a clear implication of the passage of time in 

the consumption of material objects. Accordingly, meanings are not fixed or 

simply located in the object itself. Objects can hold general public meanings, but 

these become overwritten by inscriptions of personal memories, events, 

relationships and rites of passage (Kwint, Breward, & Aynsley, 1999). 

 

1.5 The Function of Historical Monuments as Metonyms 

Similar to research on the metonymic function of artworks and other 

material objects that facilitate remembering and narrative repair, studies on 

historical monuments have also identified the metonymic value of large structures 

and landscapes. In ancient Rome, for example, various urban icons including 

monuments and cityscapes were commonly used as metonymic representations of 

the city, its power and glory (Favro, 2006). During this era, urban icons were 

perceived as visual identifiers for both the physical and conceptual content of 

cities. Since the modern technologies of photography and mass communication 

were not available at the time, few people knew what a particular distant city 

looked like. Therefore, with the aid of their various shared myths, histories and 

texts, the Romans created visual representations of these places (Favro, 2006). As 
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a result, one of the main functions of Roman urban metonyms was to identify a 

locale. This is evident in a number of ancient coins or narrative paintings where 

symbolic metonyms were used to depict a particular event or building within the 

city (Favro, 2006). Prints with an aerial view of the city in particular, such as 

those depicted in military art, conveyed a sense of paternal care, ownership, 

conquest, expansion and control to its observer (Favro, 2006; La Rocca, 2001). 

Paintings of this form were often used by Roman generals in victory parades to 

advertise and validate military action (Favro, 2006). Visual metonyms for cities 

have additionally offered a sense of possession. The purchase of an iconic 

cityscape, for example, provided people with a token of remembrance of the 

places they visited (Urry, 2002). 

In contrast, ancient monuments such as Hadrian’s Wall have served as a 

different form of metonym. Such structures represent various narratives of 

defensive boundaries or barriers between people and cultures, a reminder of 

cultural differentiation, and also act as a symbol of security (Nesbitt & Tolia-

Kelly, 2009; Whittaker, 1994). The monument is seen as a metonym for a 

temporal zone between the known and the other, acting as a marker for the 

boundaries of Roman power or the civilised world. It further signified the division 

between north and south; the English and Scottish empires (Nesbitt & Tolia-

Kelly, 2009). As a material icon, the Wall was perceived as an ideological divide; 

engrained as such into the psyche of individuals and communities on either side of 

the structure, creating defensive or invasive attitudes amongst them (Nesbitt & 

Tolia-Kelly, 2009). The metonymic functions of the Wall and its surrounding 

landscape have been described in terms of its sensual, visual, traditional and 

nationalistic meanings (Nesbitt & Tolia-Kelly, 2009; Pearson & Shanks, 2001). 

Additionally, in relocating portable artefacts from the landscape of the Wall to an 

individual’s own living space, people can forge a link between themselves and the 

imperial power and ideologies of the creator of the artefact.  

Researchers have discussed Hadrian’s Wall and various artefacts 

associated with it as being instrumental in evoking memories of the past, 

conjuring up embodied encounters; the touch, memories, scents of past events 

associated with that landscape (Massey, 2006; Nesbitt & Tolia-Kelly, 2009). The 

monument is said to speak-for lives and events of the past. It preserves the history, 
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values and local memories of the landscape that are constantly recreated and 

reminisced at each encounter, thus articulating a relationship between body, 

memory and place (Hoelscher & Alderman, 2004; Tilley, 2006; Tolia-Kelly, 

2004). Nesbitt and Tolia-Kelly (2009) accordingly discuss experiences of the 

Wall almost as a personification, comprising embodied spirits of the past. They 

draw upon William Hutton’s journey along the Wall which revealed his emotional 

and affective connection to the monument where he felt he could interact with the 

spirits of the past. These manifestations seemed to help him endure the isolation 

of his journey (Hutton, 1802; Nesbitt & Tolia-Kelly, 2009).  

Echoing previous discussions of the role of artistic expression as well as 

the significance of material objects to elicit inaccessible feelings (Alexander, 

2008; Beckstead, 2009; Beckstead et al., 2011; Glazer & Marcum, 2003); 

archaeological literature also establishes a link between encounters with the Wall 

and various emotions evoked. Here, research speaks of feelings of surprise, 

amazement, astonishment, pleasure, delight and also disappointment; often in 

relation to ancient remains and the views afforded from them (Hutton, 1802; 

Nesbitt & Tolia-Kelly, 2009). For Hutton (1802), his experience of the Wall 

conjured up notions of the strength of the Roman Empire. However, it also acted 

as a reminder of his own injuries, struggles and frailty. Thus, this monument is not 

just seen as an archaeological structure, but as an ‘organic landscape through 

which historical…and affective encounters are made and remembered’ (Nesbitt & 

Tolia-Kelly, 2009, p. 384). It is interesting to note that the Wall has a distinctive 

quality, associating it with major shrines and making it universal in its appeal; 

where it offers a variety of visitors what each of them desires (Eade & Sallnow, 

1991; Nesbitt & Tolia-Kelly, 2009). The example of Hadrian’s Wall offers 

countless ways in which narrative, representation and its materiality itself evokes 

spiritual and affective connection, identification, and memories of past events and 

people. This indicates that experiences of metonyms in the form of souvenirs, 

monuments or memorials do not necessarily have to be reduced to a singular 

sanctioned view (Nesbitt & Tolia-Kelly, 2009).  

Although the words monument and memorial are often used 

interchangeably, there are some subtle distinctions. Overall, many monuments are 

erected in part to serve an educational function, promoting official historical 
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narratives, and contributing towards maintaining social order (Beckstead et al., 

2011). Monuments are also often erected by the State to mark a significant 

historical period, event or person. In contrast, memorials are often linked to a loss 

of lives; they can be more personal and are said to play a more commemorative 

and therapeutic role. They provide an environment in which processes of 

remembering may occur, and individuals and communities can work through 

various traumatic events of the past. Thereby memorials are said to have a 

particular focus on the process of healing (Beckstead et al., 2011; Ivy, 2002). 

Despite differences evident in their definitions of functionality however, similar 

metonymic importance is placed on monuments and war memorials; where both 

can act as a metonym for past memories and events. 

 

1.6 Re-membering through Memorials 

To recap, across the social sciences there is a significant level of research 

activity focused on the use of the arts and other symbols to aid the reconstruction 

of a life narrative. A majority of these studies do not specifically address the 

significance of monuments and memorials to such processes. Accordingly, this 

section considers the communal implications and dimensions of tsunami 

memorials erected in Sri Lanka. I begin with insights from research into war 

memorials and then focus specifically on the Sri Lankan context.  

Memorials can act as ‘powerful vehicles through which social institutions 

commemorate traumatic and triumphant events’ thus serving as a ‘compelling 

example’ of ‘memory through materiality’ (Beckstead et al., 2011, p. 195). 

Similar to a monument, the materiality of a war memorial acts as a social symbol, 

and provides a medium through which memories of deep emotional relevance as 

well as social values are encoded and expressed (Barber, 1949; Beckstead et al., 

2011). Barber (1949) posits that society and social values project certain 

sentiments into the physical space; for example, notions of the sacred and the 

profane. He suggests that ‘the “sacred” is that toward which men feel respect; 

what is “profane” is properly carried on in a utilitarian context’ (Barber, 1949, p. 

65). In this setting, war memorials are considered to belong to the ‘sacred’ 

category, where they serve as icons for encoding various social values such as, 
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social suggestions in relation to life and death, as well as group and individual 

identity (Barber, 1949; Beckstead et al., 2011). Personal meaning of this nature is 

legitimised and reinforced by war memorials through various human interactions 

such as pilgrimages, visits or other commemorative rituals (Barber, 1949; 

Wertsch, 2007). In short, war memorials act as a tool that enables understanding 

and evokes feeling through the different ways in which humans engage with and 

use the physical features of the structure (Beckstead et al., 2011; Boivin, 2008).  

The large body of research into war memorials primarily focuses on the 

function of the shapes, textures and layout of these objects as well as what they 

are made of and what they signify (Beckstead et al., 2011; Ivy, 2002; Pearson & 

Shanks, 2001; Rodrigo, 2011). Wars and other traumatic events may result in the 

destruction of familiar landscapes and the loss of human life. However, such 

shared tragedies can also operate as a source of social stability. While material 

traces of traumatic events can be erased, nullified and lost in time, the memory 

and impact of war can extend beyond the battlefield and can be preserved in 

ritualistic sites of memory; such as memorials (Beckstead et al., 2011; Nora, 

1989). The use of long lasting material such as mortar, concrete or brick in the 

construction of war memorials is a forceful indication of the social necessity of 

remembering. Thus, compared to other less durable material, the materials used to 

create a war memorial instil meaning and significance into these structures that go 

above and beyond the various inscriptions of names, stories and events. Heritage 

through materiality continues to speak over time (Beckstead et al., 2011; 

Macdonald, 2006). These features are believed to act as a powerful deterrence to 

one of modernity’s principal rivals; forgetfulness (Beckstead et al., 2011; 

Brockmeier, 2002).  

Great effort has been placed in the restoration and conservation of 

memorials that fall into disrepair, so that they can continue to maintain their 

position of significance as markers of past events and those who sacrificed their 

lives for their country (Beckstead et al., 2011; Grissom & Harvey, 2003). The 

material used as well as the architectural design of memorials at the Nazi grounds 

in Nuremberg, Germany were found to elicit numerous affective responses 

including enthusiasm, awe, fascination and even a notion of group solidarity 

(Beckstead et al., 2011; Macdonald, 2006; Valsiner, 2006). This landscape was 
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crafted in a manner that provoked specific messages, shaped individual and 

communal identity and heightened emotional responses (Beckstead et al., 2011). 

The material properties of a war memorial encodes not only socially desirable 

messages and attitudes, but can also act as a medium by which more suppressed, 

or otherwise socially unacceptable emotions are expressed (Arthur, 2009; 

Beckstead et al., 2011; Theriault, 2003). Thus, representations of war often depict 

patriotism and heroism, whereas the harsh realities and pain of war tends to be 

downplayed or avoided.  

War memorials play a vital role as a focus for grief and loss, and can aid a 

sense of unity and initiate the process of healing for those affected (Moriarty, 

1995; Stephens, 2007; Theriault, 2003). One manner in which these structures as a 

whole evoke healing is by bringing people together and helping them define their 

public pasts by triggering memories of a shared, common history (Beckstead et 

al., 2011; Hayden, 1999; Stephens, 2007). Memorials such as the Vietnam 

Veteran’s memorial, allow veterans to reconnect with a community of fellow 

veterans through sharing and comparing their individual war experiences 

(Theriault, 2003). Moreover, war memorials provide war veterans as well as 

grieving friends and relatives with a physical location and a material entity around 

which to rebuild a tangible connection with loved ones they have lost in war. 

Hence, war memorials can be perceived as a material and corporeal way by which 

grieving communities re-member those lost. This indicates a connection between 

the physicality of memorials and their commemorative significance; where the 

material structure or the monument, constructs the subject or those individuals 

lost in the war (Olsen, 2003; Stephens, 2007; Theriault, 2003). As Stewart (1999) 

states, perception by touch can lead to an alternate type of remembering by 

bringing life to objects. This validates the notion that memory is not only a 

cognitive process, but also incorporates actions involving things in the material 

world (Stephens, 2007). A simple touch or trace of the names inscribed on a 

memorial has the quality of invoking the memory of those lost friends or relatives 

as a substitute for the material existence of a body (Stephens, 2007). The list of 

names appearing on the Vietnam Veteran’s monument was a key to remembering 

as well as re-membering the individual identity of each person lost in the Vietnam 

War. The list acts as a medium for communication between the living and the 

dead (Theriault, 2003). In this manner, the practice of re-membering loved ones as 
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initiated by these memorials draws a grieving community together. Healing 

occurs by the processes of repair and reconnection to social groups and shared 

narratives. The perception of memorials and monuments as symbols or icons of an 

event or series of events can be related back to Radley’s (2009) notions of the use 

of the arts as a representation of a life narrative. This theoretical approach is 

applied to the understanding of monuments and memorials constructed to 

commemorate those lost following a natural disaster in Sri Lanka.  

The construction of memorials following a tragedy to commemorate lives 

lost is an occurrence commonly observed across various societies. In Sri Lanka, a 

number of memorials were built throughout the island in order to remember those 

affected by the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami (Haviland, 2011; Perera, 2009, 2011). 

One of a number of public memorials found in the town of Batticaloa; located on 

the east coast of Sri Lanka, is a medium-sized tower with glowing light fixtures. 

This structure standing on the Dutch Bar beach comprises a list of hundreds of 

names inscribed at its base (Perera, 2011). A media article by Perera (2011) 

describes the memorial as ‘a badly overblown version of a traditional lamp, with 

electricity bulbs replacing the flickers…the kind of record we see in cemeteries all 

over the island’ (para. 5). He goes on to recount a detailed narrative shared by a 

woman sitting below the structure, expressing her traumatic experiences of the 

tsunami. The news article describes these memorials as ‘sad reminders’ of the 

tsunami. Places that even seven years after the tragedy, relatives come to 

remember those lost; those whose names are inscribed on the structure (Perera, 

2011). Further south in the town of Kalmunai, yet another public memorial stands 

on the beach, in the form of a tall and narrow four-storied structure. It takes the 

appearance of a staircase, with concrete pillars on the four corners and viewing 

platforms on each floor. This hundred foot tall staircase was seemingly 

constructed with no railings or barriers on either side (Perera, 2011).  

The most prominent of all the public memorials constructed in Sri Lanka 

is found in the small town of Peraliya, Hikkaduwa (Perera, 2009, 2011). Located 

along the south-west coast of Sri Lanka, this town was the site of a major train 

wreck as a result of the tsunami. Two memorials are found in this location, one of 

which is a large statue of the Lord Buddha positioned next to a large artificial lake 

(see Figure 3). This structure is located about half a kilometre away from the site 
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where the train was swept away by the giant wave. Closer to where this tragedy 

took place is another much smaller memorial (see Figures 4, 5 and 6), with a 

mural depicting the horror of the tsunami (Haviland, 2011; Perera, 2009, 2011). 

Perera (2009) describes the event stating that;   

The twisted hulks of eight carriages and a locomotive swept aside 

and tossed around like matchboxes by the killer waves. The train was 

packed with passengers and others who had sought refuge in them 

when the first wave hit Sri Lanka’s southern shore. When the larger 

and deadlier swell struck them on the tracks, villagers estimate that 

as many as 1500 died inside. (para. 1) 

  

 

Figure 3 Memorial in the form of a statue of the Lord Buddha 
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Figure 4 Smaller monument in memory of the train wreck 

 

 

 

Figure 5 First section of the mural depicting the horror of the train wreck 
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Figure 6 Second section of the mural depicting the horror of the train wreck 

 

The empty remains of the carriages of this train were left standing on the side of 

the track and was once a sought after location for various media reporters. Today, 

the carriages have been relocated to a yard in Colombo, and are no longer on 

display (Haviland, 2011; Perera, 2009, 2011). Despite the relocation of this once 

significant memorial, media articles suggest that mourners annually visit the place 

where the structure stood. Every year these friends and relatives would come and 

clear away the weeds and shrubs in the area and build a form of impromptu grave 

with their bare hands and mourn their loved ones (Perera, 2009). 

In this manner numerous descriptions and speculations of these memorials 

have been made quite regularly. Various media articles have discussed the 

aesthetics of the monuments in Sri Lanka and the memories of the disaster that 

they instigate (Haviland, 2011; Perera, 2009, 2011). Yet, the purpose and effect of 

these structures and artworks for a grieving community have not been addressed 

in academic research.  

 

1.7 Chapter Discussion  

This chapter highlights that narrative reconstruction following a life 

changing event such as a natural disaster, from a particularly communal 

perspective, is important for community wellbeing and recovery. My thesis 
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explores the relationship between memorials constructed following a tragedy and 

how these and other material objects are instrumental in the restoration of a 

community by reinstating the narrative structure of life. My focus is supported by 

previous research into the arts indicating that creative expression, or metonyms in 

the form of material objects or souvenirs can be instrumental in initiating these 

processes of narrative reconstruction. Additionally, viewing monuments and 

memorials as metonyms, the chapter explores in-depth how communities 

commemorate the loved ones they lost as a result of war or any other tragedy. 

Considering the numerous memorials constructed following the 2004 Indian 

Ocean tsunami in Sri Lanka, there seems to be a gap in research particularly in the 

field of psychology, exploring the significance of these structures. Therefore, the 

present research involves a specific exploration of the concepts of metonymy and 

re-membering as initiated by these memorials, to processes of narrative repair 

following the tsunami. I acknowledge the cultural and personal processes central 

to the creation of metonyms and how these processes have a reciprocal effect on 

the psychological functioning of individuals and communities. The following 

chapter provides a discussion of the theoretical and practical approach taken to 

gathering and analysing the narratives of people in the town of Hikkaduwa who 

were affected by the tsunami. 
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CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY 

 

The present chapter provides a discussion of the approach taken to gather 

and analyse the narratives of Sri Lankan community members in Hikkaduwa, 

affected by the tsunami. I explore the concept and structure of the Western 

narrative, and present how I linked traditional Western narrative interview 

techniques in a manner that fit a Sri Lankan context. I discuss the integration of 

Practice Theory and Phronesis as additional approaches that contributed towards 

the theoretical framework of the present study. Processes of participant 

recruitment are described, and a brief profile of each participant is presented. The 

chapter discusses and justifies the use of semi-structured interviews as well as 

walk-along interviews to gather data, and further includes a description of my 

endeavours to ensure that the present research was ethical. The chapter concludes 

by presenting accounts of the processes of transcription, translation, holistic 

structural analysis, thematic analysis and visual analysis as modes of data 

analysis.  

 

2.1 A Combination of Theoretical Approaches 

 

As discussed in Chapter One; in its most brief sense narratives are ways by 

which people organise and attribute meaning to their various life experiences 

(Hermanns, 1995; Li, 2011; Riessman, 1993). Narrative research is biographical 

in nature and focused on the narration of these life experiences at individual and 

community levels (Creswell, 2007; Petty, Thomson, & Stew, 2012). Accordingly 

as a researcher, one of the best ways by which information about such life 

narratives can be obtained, comprising descriptions of individuals or 

communities, their positions in life or their relationships to and interactions with 

their social environments, is by encouraging each member to articulate their life 

story (Atkinson, 1998; Li, 2011). I thereby primarily employed a Narrative 

Approach to the present study.  

Narratives can give meaning to and structure life events into plotlines or 

stories  that connect and organise experiences into episodes (Frye, 1957; Herman 
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& Vervaeck, 2001; Murray, 1997). A main plot within a narrative can be 

identified by applying the concept of the five sociolinguistic features of narratives 

as proposed by Labov and Waletzky (1997).  These features of orientation, 

complication, evaluation, resolution and coda have been regarded as ‘a mode of 

thought’ by Bruner (1997, p. 64). Here, while orientation implicates a description 

of the individual(s) involved, the time, place and situation, complication indicates 

the actual event, which forms the main body of the narrative. Evaluation and 

resolution involve the purpose of the story and the result of the main event, 

respectively. Coda returns the reader or listener back to the current moment 

(Labov & Waletzky, 1997).  

The development of the plot over time has also been conceptualised by 

Gergen and Gergen (1986) encompassing three broad narrative structures; the 

progressive narrative, the regressive narrative and the stable narrative. While a 

progressive narrative indicates a storyline where the plot shows progress towards 

the achievement of a certain goal, a regressive narrative is characterised by a 

period of decline or deterioration. A stable narrative is indicative of a uniform or 

steady plot. This increased focus on the linguistic features and the structure of 

narratives is indicative that the structure and form of a life story is as important as 

the content of such a narrative (Chase, 2005; Labov & Waletzky, 1997; Li, 2011). 

This thesis focuses on the content of the narratives produced during interviews 

with tsunami survivors. I also explore the form and structure of these stories.  

In addition to highlighting the importance of form and structure in the field 

of narrative research; scholars have indicated that these structures may in fact 

differ across cultures (Li, 2011; Propp, 1968). Propp (1968), for example, states 

that the structure and formal complexity of Russian fairy tales cannot be 

compared to fairy tales originating from Western Europe or the Eastern non-

Slavic neighbours of Russia due to vast cultural diversity. Similarly, differences in 

structure have been identified between Western and Chinese narratives (Li, 2011; 

Lin, 1977; Plaks, 1977). For the purposes of the present study, I have adapted and 

combined Western
1 

narrative methods in a way that they can be successfully 

translated for and applied to a Sri Lankan cultural setting.  

                                                 
1
 The use of the term Western tends to hide notions of cultural diversity and assumes a 

homogenous approach where one does not necessarily exist. 
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 In addition to listening to and analysing verbal accounts of participant life 

narratives, I also focused on, and interpreted the everyday practices of members of 

the community of Hikkaduwa. I explored how such practices aided these people 

to cope with their grief and loss. Thereby I incorporated Practice Theory and 

Phronesis into the methodology of the present study.  

Practice Theory focuses on the doing of various social practices, forming 

routines and what is considered normal, everyday ways of life (Hargreaves, 2011; 

Shove, 2004; Shove & Warde, 2002). The approach emphasises the importance of 

engaging in everyday practices as a way in which individuals and communities 

come to understand the world around them, and develop their sense of self (cf. 

Warde, 2005). It is important to note here, that considerations of Practice Theory 

do not reduce individuals and communities to passive actors performing such 

practices, instead they are perceived as ‘skilled agents who actively negotiate and 

perform a wide range of practices in the normal course of everyday life’ 

(Hargreaves, 2011, p. 83).  

In this context, the exact definition of the term practice and what entails a 

practice approach is an area of constant debate (Hargreaves, 2011; Schatzki, 

2001). Theorists such as Spaargaren and van Vliet (2000), for example, emphasise 

the position of practices as a link between one’s lifestyle and broader social 

systems. I adapt understandings of practice with a focus on its various 

components or elements (Halkier, Katz-Gerro, & Martens, 2011; Hargreaves, 

2011; Reckwitz, 2002; Schatzki, 2002; Shove & Pantzar, 2005; Warde, 2005). 

Reckwitz’s (2002) definition of practice states that it is ‘a routinised type of 

behaviour which consists of several elements, interconnected to one another: 

forms of bodily activities, forms of mental activities, “things” and their use, a 

background knowledge in the form of understanding, know-how, states of 

emotion and motivational knowledge’ (p. 249). The present study thereby 

acknowledges this emphasis on the centrality of ‘things and their use’ in the 

performance and reproduction of practices in mundane everyday life. The author 

argues that a practice ‘necessarily depends on the existence and specific 

interconnectedness of these elements, and which cannot be reduced to any one of 

these single elements’ (Reckwitz, 2002, p. 250). Consequently, meaning is not 

restricted to a particular object, behaviour, or set of practices, but is generated by 
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social actors in the multifaceted relationships and interactions that occur in and 

construct everyday lives (Giddens, 1979). In order to understand these meanings 

or the significance of such relationships with objects and practices however, there 

is a need to interpret these processes, rather than simply accepting them at face 

value. Thereby I additionally integrated Phronesis into the theoretical framework 

of the present study. 

Phronetic research emphasises a need to work in collaboration with 

participants by drawing on their experiential knowledge and expertise. Instead of 

simply giving voice by restating participant accounts or narratives, there is a 

complex meaning-making process and co-creation of knowledge (cf. Radley, 

2009). Phronesis involves the interpretation of people’s everyday situated and 

lived knowledge (Flyvbjerg, Landman, & Schram, 2012). Participant narratives 

and actions or practices are thereby combined with the researchers’ interpretations 

and existing literature. This view is informed by Friere’s (1986/1990) approach to 

education that conceptualised teachers and students as co-constructors of 

knowledge. He highlights the importance of a conversational approach to 

education involving a mutual exploration of topics; an alternate strategy to the 

conventional sermon-type approach that was in practice (Hodgetts, Chamberlain, 

& Groot, 2011). Friere’s (1986/1990) work suggests that the voice of participants 

is negotiated in dialogue with the researcher. Phronetic research similarly 

encourages notions of public intellectualism and scholar activism rather than 

armchair criticism. It further allows case studies to be scaled up globally, and 

acknowledges that knowledge is culturally, historically and context bound 

(Flyvbjerg et al., 2012). A combination of research techniques thus proved 

important for the present study as it enabled me to apply a cultural orientation to 

my interview and analysis processes. The methods by which I engaged in data 

collection and analysis are discussed in the following sections of this chapter.  

 

2.2 Empirical Work  

Research process and recruitment 

The present study was carried out in Sri Lanka; in the town of Hikkaduwa. 

I travelled to Sri Lanka for a period of seven weeks (from the 4
th

 of June to the 
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23
rd

 of July 2012), where I initially set up base in my home town Colombo. My 

first week in Colombo was spent contacting acquaintances with affiliations in 

Hikkaduwa who offered to help recruit participants for my research. These 

acquaintances included a provincial counsellor of the area as well as a 

psychologist working at a local relief agency, which was instrumental in 

providing housing as well as attending to the mental health needs of communities 

in Hikkaduwa affected by the tsunami. My acquaintances initially contacted 

potential participants to explain the purpose of the research and to gain their 

consent to partake in the study. Once I had received a list of individuals willing to 

take part in interviews, I was able to go to Hikkaduwa myself to meet these 

people.  

Two informal gatherings were arranged (one by each of the acquaintances 

assisting me with the recruitment process) so that I could introduce myself to 

potential participants and further explain the study and the rights of participants. I 

felt a face-to-face meeting as a form of introduction as to who I am and to explain 

the ‘how, what and why’ of my research to my participants was necessary. 

Through this I hoped to ease their possible apprehension about discussing 

traumatic and even private life stories with a stranger whom they considered a 

‘tourist’ at the time. I was born in Sri Lanka, and have lived there for almost 17 

years. However, on discussing the details of the present study with the 

participants, my acquaintances had mentioned that I attend University in a foreign 

country, and thereby it was assumed that I myself was from a foreign country. I 

felt that participants meeting me in person and hearing from me, in our native 

language (Sinhalese) about the details of my research helped us to establish some 

sense of comfort, trust and acceptance.  

This personal introduction enabled me to acknowledge that the everyday 

interpersonal practices of the participants in this research differed somewhat from 

those of the traditional western world. Thus, a level of cultural consideration was 

applied to the entire research process, especially when conducting interviews. 

Indigenous scholars have argued that ‘the level of interaction or the relationship 

that exists between the researcher and the participant significantly determines the 

quality of data obtained’ (Pe-Pua, 2006, p. 123). This principle applies to Sri 

Lankan communities where I, as the researcher, needed to establish a certain level 
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of acceptance or mutual trust in order to become an ‘insider’ (Pe-Pua, 2006) who 

could comfortably interact with the participants. This was especially important 

due to the personal nature of the life narratives that were discussed. The 

expression of feelings, direct verbal communication and the sharing of personal 

information are practices that are against the cultural norms of, and are in fact not 

generally appreciated or valued in many Asian cultures, including Sri Lanka 

(Conyne, Wilson, Tang, & Shi, 1999; Fernando, 2009). As a result, it was vital for 

me to conduct myself in a way that encouraged the participants to feel 

comfortable discussing their life stories with me, and to consider me an ‘insider’ 

or ‘one of them’ (de Mel & Ruwanpura, 2006; Fernando, 2009; Pe-Pua, 2006). 

The fact that this initial introduction was carried out in Sinhalese was also 

pivotal to gaining the trust of the participants. The Sinhalese are the largest ethnic 

group in Sri Lanka, comprising over 80 percent of the total population (Fernando, 

2009). Accordingly, the first language of all the participants was also Sinhalese. 

As Fernando (2009) notes, a fluency in this language, along with a Sri Lankan 

upbringing is an important contributing factor to a successful research process in 

this cultural setting. My knowledge and experience enabled me to understand the 

participants’ daily life experiences, world views, rituals, habits as well as various 

social norms and what was considered appropriate or ‘correct’ behaviour 

(Fernando, 2009). The importance of what Nastasi and colleagues (2000) term a 

‘cultural broker’ in this manner is due to its ability to allow for the interpretation 

of life experiences from the perspective of the participants, as opposed to an 

attempt to fit those concepts into western frameworks.  

Hanninen (2004) additionally highlights that language can play a central 

role in the formation of a person’s inner narrative; a concept previously discussed. 

It has been argued that life narratives can be expressed and also retained in one’s 

memory in linguistic form. Language can be a way of internally organising 

experiences (Hanninen, 2004; Vygotsky, 1962). Thereby one mode of 

successfully communicating one’s life narrative and the various emotions, beliefs 

and attitudes that go along with it relies on the use of his or her first language. 

Moreover, the use of a participant’s native language in an interview can unravel 

various cultural concepts not familiar to western ideologies or the English 

language (Pe-Pua, 2006), which further become meaningful when embedded in 
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the Sinhalese language. Therein lay yet another benefit of my fluency in 

Sinhalese.  

In addition to establishing an initial relationship with the participants, 

during these gatherings I was also able to answer their questions and doubts about 

their participation in the study as well as provide them with information sheets 

(see Appendix A and Appendix B for Sinhala translations) and schedule times, 

dates and venues for initial interviews. 

Following these two gatherings which occurred a week after I landed in 

Sri Lanka, I stayed with family friends who lived in the main town of Hikkaduwa, 

for a period of five weeks. This enabled me to familiarise myself with the 

community and local culture. Given that I was born and have lived in Colombo 

for most of my life, there were slight differences between my own urban 

background and the rural setting of Hikkaduwa. During my stay in Hikkaduwa, I 

attended a number of community events along with the family friends with whom 

I was staying. One such community event included a dhaane or alms giving, 

which is a Buddhist religious function to commemorate and transfer merit to a 

loved one who has passed away (Tilakaratne, 2012). A number of friends and 

neighbours gather along with Buddhist Monks from the local temple, to pray or 

recite bana to commemorate the individual who passed away. Functions such as 

this are a regular occurrence among Buddhist communities throughout Sri Lanka, 

particularly on the day marking each anniversary of the tragic tsunami. Attending 

such functions and events enabled me to further familiarise myself and to get 

involved with the community. 

Fundamental to this research was the need to build rapport and to treat 

participants with dignity and respect. This was particularly important in order to 

mitigate any possible power differentials between the people living in this rural 

community and myself as an academic researcher from a relatively privileged 

background in Colombo. Out of the nine individuals initially suggested to me, I 

was able to schedule and follow through with interviews with five, as the other 

individuals seemed to constantly have prior engagements or seemed to avoid 

confirming times and dates for interviews. I took this as a sign that they did not 

wish to participate, and did not feel comfortable telling me so, hence I felt that I 
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should not pressure them into being part of the research. Sri Lankan culture is one 

that does not promote assertiveness, especially amongst females. Thereby this 

reluctance to communicate a change of heart regarding participation was not 

unusual. Neither did I regard it as rude. In fact, the lack of communication in this 

manner was a sign that they did not wish to offend me by initially showing 

interest in participation, and then having a change of heart. Nonetheless, this was 

not a problem with me as my initial research plan involved the interviews of a 

maximum of only six participants. 

 

Interviews 

The topic of this research concerns a very tragic event. Although eight 

years had passed since the event, the memories of grief and loss were still strongly 

felt by participants. Given this situation, a single drive-by interview was clearly 

both inappropriate and too superficial. Instead, I conducted a series of repeat 

encounters with the five participants. Based on the participants’ consent, the first 

series of interviews took the form of informal discussions as a way of further 

getting to know the participant. The second series of interviews were walk-along 

interviews. This also allowed me the opportunity to capture and photograph the 

various material objects of significance to the participant.  

Walk-along interviews have become increasingly common in ethnographic 

research, and are considered a form of go-along interview. These interviews 

involve a researcher accompanying participants on an outing, where data is 

gathered by asking questions, listening and observing (Kusenbach, 2003). In the 

context of the present research, the outing took the form of a walk to and around a 

monument or space of significance to a participant following the tsunami. 

Research in this area highlights a number of advantages of using the walk-along 

method as an interview technique; one of which is the fact that it provides a 

researcher unique access to a participant’s personal biography (Kusenbach, 2003). 

It brings to the fore the various associations between memory, place and life 

histories, and can be likened to the pages of a participant’s personal photo album 

or diary. Walk-along interviews can highlight how participants integrate 

memories of past events and anticipations of the future; information that is usually 
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difficult to generate through conventional interviews (de Certeau, 1984b; 

Kusenbach, 2003). This method proved particularly important for the present 

research as it facilitated more in-depth discussions of the participants’ life 

narratives prior to and following the tsunami.  

The interviews themselves took the form of semi-structured narrative 

interviews, which involved verbal exchange and breaching tasks (using material 

objects [souvenirs] and images) to draw out situated stories (Garfinkel, 1967). 

Breaching tasks involved discussing photographs or material objects that the 

participant brought to an interview and its significance to the participant’s 

narrative.  

Prior to providing a detailed description of my interview process, however, 

I feel it is important to conceptualise my use of the term semi-structured interview 

in this context, and how traditional interview techniques were culturally patterned 

and adapted for the purpose of the present study. While I was equipped with a set 

of interview guidelines (see Appendix C and Appendix D for Sinhala translations) 

comprising the various themes I intended to discuss along with a number of 

prompts in the event that the conversation ceased or went off track (Petty et al., 

2012), I tended to not concern myself with structure once the interviews 

commenced. I had consulted a senior lecturer in the Department of Sociology at 

the University of Colombo; Dr G. Samarasinghe (personal interaction, June 19, 

2012), regarding various research practices in Sri Lanka. Being an experienced 

researcher herself; particularly in the area of trauma and grief, she was aware of 

the subtle differences between traditional western and more culturally patterned 

Sri Lankan interview techniques. She mentioned that while there were no specific 

differences ‘set in stone’ per se, what she and her colleagues regard as semi-

structured interviews involved letting the participant steer the conversation. She 

highlighted that this was especially important when discussing topics such as 

grief, as Sri Lankans usually dislike discussing their feelings, and once they do 

start talking about them (which she pointed out would usually occur towards the 

end of an interview), a researcher should just let them ‘get it all out’ and ‘go with 

the flow’. I followed her experienced advice when conducting my interviews. If 

there was a theme on my interview guide that was not discussed during the first 

interview, I followed it up during the second meeting. Two interview sessions 
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were carried out with each participant, during which all themes listed in my 

interview guide were covered.  

On commencement of the initial interview I once again briefly explained 

the research, discussed issues of consent and confidentiality, and answered any 

questions the participant had. I then requested permission to record each session 

to which all the participants verbally agreed. It is important to note that although 

the need for written consent and signatures is a fairly important practice in 

western cultures, it is not necessarily so in Sri Lanka (Fernando, 2009). Within 

this cultural setting, verbal agreements were the norm. Nonetheless, if a 

participant felt comfortable signing a written consent form, I let them do so (see 

Appendix E for copy of consent form and Appendix F for Sinhala translations); 

whereas if they chose to provide only verbal consent, then I recorded their 

statements of agreement to participate in the research. 

The series of first interviews usually took the form of a friendly visit 

where upon my arrival at the participants’ house, I was presented with a cup of 

hot tea along with various other food items such as cake or biscuits or bananas; all 

of which I had to accept. Among many tourists visiting the country, Sri Lankans 

have acquired a healthy reputation for their friendliness and hospitality. These 

offerings of food and refreshments are a cultural practice that occurs not only in 

the presence of guests, but also any friends and relatives who visit a person’s 

home. When these refreshments are presented, one is expected to accept at least 

one serving of each item offered, to avoid offending the host. Once the formalities 

with refreshments were complete, the discussion of life stories was able to 

commence. 

The first series of interviews were considered group interviews, where 

while the participant related their life narratives to me, their family members and 

neighbours gathered around listening to the conversation. These spectators did not 

contribute to the discussions. The presence of an audience did not seem to affect 

the participants’ narration of their life stories. As Sri Lankan culture is communal 

or collective in character (Fernando, 2009; Sandhu, 2004), this tendency to be 

present in groups on first engaging with an unfamiliar individual such as myself 

was quite understandable. I regarded it as their way of sussing me out. As most of 
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these interviews were carried out in the participants’ homes, a number of 

participants showed me various material objects of significance to them.  

The series of second interviews were much more private, involving only 

the presence of the participant and me. Upon attending these interviews, I was 

able to present my participants with small gifts of food in return for the hospitality 

shown to me during the initial sessions. The act of exchanging seemingly trivial 

gifts such as this is yet another cultural norm in this setting; one is expected to 

acknowledge the hospitality shown to him or her and give something back in 

return. Participants who were not able to show me their material objects of 

significance during the first session, additionally brought forth their souvenirs 

during these second sessions. Some of these interviews were carried out as walk-

along interviews, where participants were able to show me the monuments of 

significance to them. Overall the second series of interviews comprised 

discussions of areas not covered in the prior session, and were used as 

opportunities to clarify any questions I had from the previous session.  

Transcripts of the
 
two interviews were presented to participants during 

subsequent brief meetings (encounters 3 and 4) held with them prior to my trip 

back to Colombo. This enabled them to alter, delete or add to what they had 

previously said if they so wished. All participants were satisfied with the 

transcripts as they were and thus made no changes. During these brief meetings 

participants were asked to provide their contact details so I could send them a 

copy of the summary of my research finding, translated into Sinhalese, if they so 

wished.  

 

Participants 

A total of five participants were interviewed as part of the present 

research. The participants comprised three males and two females, ranging in age 

from 37 to 57 years. Participants engaged in a variety of occupations and all, 

except one, had changed their occupations following the tsunami. While the 

homes of all participants were destroyed as a result of the tsunami, three lost 

members of their immediate family. The remainder lost close relatives and 

friends. Three participants were able to show me monuments that helped them 
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remember the loved ones lost and re-story their lives following the tragic event. 

One participant engaged in the arts by composing lyrics to songs and poems as a 

form of recovery. Most participants additionally presented me with other material 

objects such as shrines in memory of their loved ones, relics salvaged from the 

rubble of their destroyed homes, or even the clothes they wore on that fateful day.  

A table comprising a summary of information about each participant is 

presented as Appendix G, where pseudonyms have been used to ensure anonymity 

of participants. A description of each individual participant’s profile is presented 

below.  

Priyani was a 37 year old female, who lost both her parents to the tsunami. 

While she had two older sisters, they were both married and no longer lived with 

her and her parents. Prior to the tsunami, Priyani was a part-time student, studying 

to be a teacher like her mother. However, following the tragic event and due to the 

loss of her parents, Priyani was faced with all the responsibilities of running a 

house. Household chores such as cooking and cleaning were duties she had never 

been faced with when her parents were alive. The sudden and unforeseen loss of 

both her parents caused Priyani to rapidly learn independence, resulting in her 

discontinuing her studies and focusing on gradually rebuilding her parents’ home 

destroyed by the tsunami. At the time of the interviews she worked in the tourism 

industry, running a guest house. Priyani still mourned her parents, and had a 

shrine comprising portraits of each of her parents with garlands of flowers over 

each. Part of Priyani’s morning ritual was to place fresh flowers, and light small 

oil lamps at each portrait. The repair of her life narrative following the tsunami 

commenced when she started composing lyrics to songs and poems as a way of 

expressing her feelings and communicating with her deceased parents. One such 

song of hers was recorded by a famous local singer and gained airplay over 

national radio and television in the years following the tsunami. 

Ajith was a 46 year old male, whose house was completely destroyed by 

the tsunami. Although he, along with his wife and son were caught in the waves 

of the tsunami, they were able to reach safety. He however lost a number of close 

relatives and friends to the waves. While Ajith engaged in coral reef mining as an 

occupation prior to the tsunami, he acknowledged that it was in fact an illegal 
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activity in Sri Lanka. Despite his losses, he viewed the tsunami as a turning point 

in his life, which helped him better his life, and change his primary source of 

income to one that was not so dangerous to the environment as well as to himself. 

He was; during the time of interviews, a security guard at a local NGO (Non-

governmental Organisation). Ajith perceived the tsunami as a landmark, 

differentiating his old life and his new life. He stated that he possessed only one 

object that linked this old and new life. On constructing his new house following 

the tsunami, Ajith used a single windowpane which he salvaged from the rubble 

that was his old home. This was the only reminder he wished to have of the tragic 

event; the only thing that served as a reminder of his past life. 

Kumara was a 43 year old male, who was a prominent politician in the 

area, prior to the tsunami. His house and the office where his political meetings 

and speeches were held were left in ruins by the tsunami. These structures were 

left in their derelict state, even up till the time of the interviews. While Kumara 

had constructed a new house for himself and his family more inland, he admitted 

that he did not wish to demolish, build over or sell his destroyed stretch of land 

along the coast. He was an owner and principal of a small private school at the 

time of the interviews, and the ruins were his only link between this new life, and 

the old. While Kumara did not lose any immediate family members to the waves, 

he did lose a number of close relatives and friends.  

Priyantha was a 57 year old male, who lost his wife, daughter and his 

father-in-law to the tsunami. While he had recently remarried and had a son 

during the time the interviews were carried out, he still mourned his lost family. 

He too had a shrine in memory of his family, comprising portraits of his first wife 

and child adorned with garlands of flowers and laid with oil lamps, similar to that 

of Priyani’s. The home he lived in prior to the tsunami was along the coast and 

thus completely destroyed by the waves. The only indication of the existence of 

the house was a small monument constructed by Priyantha at the site. The 

monument was constructed where the only remains of the house; the staircase, 

stood. Prior to the tsunami Priyantha; like a significant number of men in 

Hikkaduwa, engaged in coral reef mining. However following the event and the 

loss of his family he changed his line of work and commenced work in the 

coconut industry. 
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Nadhee was a 42 year old female, who was able to reach safety along with 

her husband and daughter during the disaster. However she lost a number of 

immediate family members to the tsunami, including her mother, father, brother 

and sister-in-law. Nadhee too has personal shrines of her lost family members 

similar to those of Priyani and Priyantha. While the family home that they all 

resided in at the time was completely destroyed, she and her husband constructed 

a small monument at the site of the house in memory of her family members. 

Nadhee had retained a number of material objects from that fateful day including 

the clothes she and her daughter wore during the disaster and an antique door 

knocker salvaged from the rubble of their ruined house. Nadhee was the only 

participant who retained the same occupation; as housewife prior to and following 

the tsunami. 

 

2.3 Ethical Considerations 

The present research was approved by the Department of Psychology 

Research and Ethics Committee acting under the delegated authority of the 

University of Waikato Human Research Ethics Committee. This research project 

was conducted in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the New Zealand 

Psychological Society (New Zealand Psychological Society, 2002). Key points 

included protecting the welfare and dignity of research participants, informed 

consent, ensuring that research methods minimise the risk of harm to participants 

and ensuring appropriate privacy and confidentiality.  

I endeavoured at all times to prevent my participants from harm and 

discomfort throughout the research process. I informed the participants of their 

right to withdraw from the research at any time during a discussion or within two 

weeks following the last interview. They were informed of their freedom to 

withdraw for any reason without any consequence. The participants were further 

informed of their right to refuse to answer any or all interview questions for any 

reason. These rights were presented to participants in written form in the 

information sheet (see Appendix A and Appendix B for Sinhala translations) and 

also verbally during the first introductory gathering as well as prior to each 

interview. 
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The ethical Code focuses particularly on the safety of individual and group 

participants. I was aware that there was a possibility that the exceedingly 

traumatic and personal nature of the topics under discussion during the interviews 

could re-ignite feelings of grief and loss among participants. Thereby if a 

participant were to feel a level of discomfort during or following interviews, they 

were provided access to a counsellor with whom they could debrief if they wished 

to do so. Participants were verbally informed prior to each interview that these 

services were available in the local community and were offered at no cost to 

them. All consultation costs were to be borne by me. However throughout the 

research process, none of the participants utilised the counselling services offered.  

Participation in the present research was voluntary and participants were 

provided with complete information regarding what was involved prior to giving 

their consent. All potential participants were provided with information to explain 

the nature of the research and how the information they provide was to be used. 

This information was communicated to participants verbally at the initial 

introductory gathering as well as prior to each interview. Written information was 

additionally provided in the information sheet (see Appendix A and Appendix B 

for Sinhala translations). Interviewees had the opportunity to consider these 

matters prior to giving their consent verbally or in writing (for a copy of the 

Consent Forms provided, see Appendix E and Appendix F for Sinhala 

translations). Consent to record the interviews was further obtained verbally prior 

to each session.  

I assured all participants that their privacy would be maintained. 

Participants were informed that pseudonyms would be used in all written 

materials such as the thesis, publications and summaries generated from this 

research. They were also informed that any personal information would be kept 

secure and separate from identifying information. I assured them that I would be 

the only person to know the actual names of the participants. I further assured the 

participants that recordings and transcripts would be kept secure and would be 

accessible by no-one other than myself. I mentioned that while information on 

form as well as content of each narrative would be discussed with my supervisors, 

I would keep names and identifying details to myself. No identifying information 
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was included in the final report, and every effort was made to ensure that the 

participants’ information was not identifiable. 

 

2.4 Process of Analysis 

Interviews were subject to a narrative analysis, by which the form as well 

as content of each narrative was explored. This analysis took into account how 

people organised their beliefs and social practices within a particular social 

setting, the interpersonal processes that occur within a situation, the relevance of 

social interactions and characteristics, and the contribution of various social 

ideologies to a life narrative (Murray, 2000). Initially, notes taken during the 

interviews and transcription processes proved fundamental to my analysis process. 

Recorded interviews were transcribed in Sinhalese. The preliminary stages of 

analysis were carried out in Sinhalese as means of preventing various cultural 

ideologies and concepts not necessarily familiar to the English language from 

being lost. Methods of holistic structural analysis and thematic analysis were 

used to examine the transcripts. Upon establishing initial themes and patterns, the 

interviews were translated into English for further analysis. I further engaged in 

visual analysis to explore the significance of photographs taken during interview 

sessions. 

A holistic structural analysis (Lieblich, Tuval-Mashiach, & Zilber, 1998) 

was employed as a method of analysing the stories of the participants, as the 

narratives I gathered moved from one episode to the next in no particular order. I 

thereby considered it appropriate to analyse each narrative as a whole as the main 

plot was not often discernible from a single episode, but from the entire narrative. 

This approach thus focuses on the form and structure of a narrative and emphasis 

is placed on the development of a plot, reflecting the narrator’s construction of his 

or her evolving life experience (Li, 2011; Lieblich et al., 1998; Riessman, 2008). I 

began by chronologically rearranging each participant’s accounts from the two 

interview sessions. The process resulted in one biographical narrative for each of 

the five participants. Each of these chronologically arranged narratives revealed a 

single main plot; the event of the tsunami. The structure of the development of the 

main plots over time took on that of a progressive narrative, where participants 

highlighted their growth and road to recovery following the tragic event despite 
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numerous challenges including psychological hardships. The holistic structural 

analysis converted the accounts of two interview sessions per participant into a 

single chronologically arranged narrative for each participant, enabling further 

thematic analysis.  

Thematic analysis was thereby another technique used to analyse the 

participants’ narratives. According to Reissman (2008) this form of analysis is the 

most common and straightforward approach used in narrative analysis. Rather 

than focusing on structure, this method has a focus on content; acts and events, 

within the narrative (Li, 2011; Riessman, 2008). Through this method I was able 

to identify key themes in the data which included a group of related categories 

that conveyed parallel meanings. The analysis held exploratory power, and 

allowed for a range of themes to emerge. I was able to recognise similarities and 

differences amongst the data set through discursive interpretations, and to further 

examine and analyse patterns across the narratives. These themes are presented 

and discussed in the following chapter. 

The method of thematic analysis is based on the notion that data gathered 

from individuals in a group resemble each other, and thus correspond to the same 

themes (Li, 2011; Riessman, 2008). The sole use of thematic analysis for the 

purposes of the present research thereby would have caused me to overlook 

important differences in meaning and significance that each participant attributed 

to the same event; a feature that would only have been discernible by analysing 

narrative form and structure. The additional use of the holistic structural analysis 

in this manner enabled me to map out the contours of the participants’ life stories 

and also incorporate the social context from which their narratives derive meaning 

(Li, 2011; Mankowski & Rappaport, 2000). A combination of these analytic 

methods allowed me not only to establish broader patterns of similarities across 

participant accounts, but also differences in meaning attributed to similar 

situations.  

While the analysis of interview transcripts enabled the interpretation of 

spoken material, words serve as only one form of communication. In the social 

sciences, photography is increasingly being highlighted as an additional, 

influential method of narrative expression (Hodgetts, Chamberlain, & Radley, 

2007; Li, 2011; Mitchell, DeLange, Molestane, Stuart, & Buthelezi, 2005; Radley, 
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Chamberlain, Hodgetts, Stolte, & Groot, 2010). Riessman (2008) for example, 

indicates that visual representations of experiences through photographs allow 

researchers and/or audiences to observe and experience the world through the eyes 

of the participant. Visual analysis through visual narratives; or photographs, 

thereby provides an alternate form of representation, focusing on aspects of 

everyday life that cannot be accessed simply by the use of words (Li, 2011; Trafi-

Prats, 2009). Alternatively, researchers argue that the meaning of a photograph 

does not merely lie in the material object captured, except insofar as this is part of 

the way that people talk about them (Hodgetts et al., 2011; Radley & Taylor, 

2003). Thereby the engagement and discussion of a particular photograph allows 

for meaning to be attributed to the image. As Radley (2011) states; in such a 

context, ‘the aim of research becomes not so much an understanding of the 

pictures, as an understanding with the photographs about the lives of the 

respondents concerned’ (p. 19, original emphasis). Accordingly, in the present 

study, photographs taken during interview sessions were interpreted alongside 

oral accounts presented by participants. The visual images depicting participant 

experiences complimented and at times even transcended their verbal narratives. 

This is portrayed in the discussion of findings in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER THREE: NARRATIVE DISRUPTION 

 

The findings of the present study revolve around two key components. The 

first was an exploration of the impact of natural disasters such as the 2004 Indian 

Ocean tsunami as a disruption to life narratives. The second involved 

consideration of the role of material objects in daily practice to help communities 

restructure or re-story these fractured narratives. The present chapter elaborates on 

the first theme. I discuss the various changes to participants’ lives and thereby 

their life narratives that resulted from the tsunami. Participant responses to the 

aftermath of the tsunami are considered in relation to the phases of biographical 

disruption presented by Bury (1982). The chapter explores first how participants 

overcame the rupturing of the taken-for-granted aspects of their everyday lives, 

re-shaping their livelihoods, responsibilities and thinking patterns. I then discuss 

how the tragedy facilitated the re-storying of participant life narratives by 

allowing other plots to become possible, which indicates self-reflection and the 

reworking of identity. This discussion thereby uncovers the negative as well as the 

positive aspects of the tsunami to communities in Hikkaduwa, Sri Lanka. Finally, 

Buddhist philosophies provide a basis for me to consider how adversities, 

including experiences of trauma and loss can enable positive changes in life and 

spark the development of alternative plots within life narratives.  

 

3.1 The Tsunami as a Disruption to Life Narratives 

 

One of the earliest explorations into circumstances in which everyday 

environments and routines are disrupted by specific events was conducted by 

Giddens (1979). Giddens suggested that critical situations; for example, major 

events such as war, or biographically located events such as spirit possession, can 

cause significant disruption to the social fabric of a community (Bury, 1982; 

Giddens, 1979; Tuohy & Stephens, 2012). His study preceded an array of research 

including further explorations into contexts of war as well as events such as 

immigration and illness as having disruptive effects on biographies and thereby 

life narratives (Bury, 1982; de Mel, 2003; Graham & Connell, 2006; Li, 2011; 
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Meares, 2007; Radley, 2009; Tuohy & Stephens, 2012). A pivotal discussion of 

such situations, considered biographical disruptions, stems from the advent of 

illness. Bury (1982) proposes that illnesses, such as rheumatoid arthritis can 

disrupt the structures of everyday life and various forms of knowledge that 

underpin them. A diagnosis of a chronic illness can thus cause the ‘biographic 

constituents’ of these individuals’ life stories to be ‘shaken to the point of needing 

re-assembly’ (Radley, 2009, p. 104). Such a diagnosis forces patients to recognise 

and acknowledge a world of pain and suffering and possibly even death; realms 

usually perceived as distant possibilities or the plights of others and not 

themselves (Bury, 1982).  

Conversely, Faircloth and colleagues (2004) argue that, rather than cause a 

biographical disruption, critical situations or disruptive events in fact instigate 

biographical flow. They propose that the concept of biographical flow provides a 

way of understanding how disruptive events such as war or illness are rendered 

intelligible (Faircloth et al., 2004; Tuohy & Stephens, 2012). Disruptive events 

are seen in this context, as something that happens as life keeps moving forward, 

bringing forth alternative narratives that attempt to re-establish a sense of order, 

meaningfulness and even a sense of identity (Crossley, 2000; Faircloth et al., 

2004; Tuohy & Stephens, 2012). Regardless, research supports the notion that 

narratives are continually reconstructed throughout the progression of life (Cohler 

& Grunebaum, 1981; Litvak-Hirsch & Bar-On, 2006).  

Insights such as these can similarly be applied to the context of natural 

disasters. Experiences of loss and grief as a result of a tragedy are seen as a 

disruption to the familiar organised frames of everyday life. Events can cause a 

degree of instability and unpredictability by threatening to interrupt prior life 

projections, resulting in significant discomfort to individuals due to an intense 

need to regain control over their disarrayed thoughts and emotions (Bury, 1982; 

Frank, 1995; Hanninen, 2004; Radley, 2009; Weber et al., 2007). Such notions 

proved particularly relevant to the context of the present study. The ocean that 

stole the participants’ loved ones and essentially their whole lives, also served as a 

primary source of livelihood for them and a majority of their community. As 

Priyani explains: 
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The ocean is something very close to our hearts. The home that we 

grew up in used to be right next to the beach. So since I was a little 

girl, I lived with the ocean. No one taught us how to swim, we learned 

on our own by swimming in the ocean. Some people are usually afraid 

of the ocean, but since we were children we were never afraid of it. We 

used to play in the waves no matter how rough they were. So we used 

to play and graze our knees in the sand and we were very comfortable 

that way. Our uncles used to be fishermen and coral miners. We all 

loved the ocean. It was a huge part of our lives.  

Prior to the tsunami, the community of Hikkaduwa did not perceive the ocean as a 

threat. Even at the time the interviews for the present study were carried out, 

many of the participants hadn’t yet grasped the fact that it was their beloved ocean 

that stole their lives. As a result, the shock experienced by this community was 

twofold; not only were they forced to cope with the sudden loss of their family 

and friends, but they were forced to view the otherwise familiar ocean as an alien 

and even dangerous entity.  

In his discussion of biographical disruption, Bury (1982) links three aspects 

of disruption to the unfolding of an illness that appear to be borne out in my 

participants accounts of the tsunami. These aspects include the disruption of 

common-sense boundaries, self-reflection or the questioning of one’s identity, and 

finally, the emergence and mobilisation of resources to face an altered situation. I 

consider the first and second aspects in this section. The third is discussed later in 

the chapter and provides a link to Chapter Four; the second analysis chapter, 

where it is expanded upon in relation to the use of material objects. 

Bury’s (1982) first stage; the breaching of common-sense boundaries that 

are otherwise taken for granted, is considered the ‘what is going on here’ stage. 

This aspect involves attention to assumptions or behaviours not usually brought 

into consciousness (Bury, 1982). Similar to the onset of a chronic illness, the 

onset of a natural disaster; in this case a tsunami is equally sudden. The loss of 

homes and loved ones were regarded, as previously mentioned, with a sense of 

shock and a degree of confusion. A statement made by Nadhee further validates 

this view:   
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At the start we just could not understand how this could happen. What 

did we do to deserve this? We lost everything. How could we possibly 

move on from this? Who do we go to for help? Everyone was affected. 

Some people lost their children to the waves. That is not how life is 

supposed to go. Parents should not have to bury their children. It all 

felt so unreal. Like a dream. 

In Bury’s (1982) words, Nadhee was at a point where her ‘common-sense 

assumptions’ had lost their ‘grip’, and yet ‘alternative explanations’ had not 

readily presented themselves (p. 171). She was unsure of what to do and where to 

seek help; any perception of her future was completely clouded over at this stage. 

This confusion did not last. As time passed, all participants learned to accept their 

plight. They learned that they needed to pick up the pieces and move on with life, 

either on their own or with external help; if not for their own sakes, then at least 

for the sake of their families. This recognition, as Bury (1982) points out, marks 

the end of the initial stage. From this point on, participants engaged in processes 

of self-reflection. They started to question their identity, and contemplated 

reshaping their biographies or personal life narratives (Bury, 1982; Tuohy & 

Stephens, 2012).  

A fundamental re-thinking of self-concepts and life narratives cause more 

profound disruptions in traditional explanatory systems, and this forms the second 

aspect of disruption as discussed by Bury (1982). In the context of the present 

study, significant changes occurred in participants’ life narratives in terms of their 

thinking patterns, their outlooks on life and their prior life projections and goals. 

As Priyani explains: 

I changed a lot after the tsunami. The way I think and the way I look at 

life. I was 29 years old when the tsunami hit. But within a year after I 

lost my parents to the waves, I felt like I had aged by 70 years. I lived 

with my parents and they used to look after me. I had no 

responsibilities at all. I was treated, and I behaved like an 18 year old 

back then, even though I was 29. After my parents were taken from me, 

I was forced to grow up. I was confronted with all these household 

chores and responsibilities which I had never even thought of before. 

[...] My mother wanted me to be a teacher just like herself, and that 
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was what I was studying to be. But after the tsunami I couldn’t 

continue. I didn’t want to continue. I realised that was my mother’s 

dream. Not mine.  

Changes such as these not only altered the internal self-concepts of the 

participants; they also occurred externally, in terms of their lifestyles; their jobs 

and responsibilities. Four out of five participants completely changed their 

occupations following the tsunami. Ajith and Priyantha for example, were coral 

reef miners prior to the tsunami, however the tragedy enabled them to realise the 

dangers due to the illegality of their profession; not only to themselves, but to 

their families as well. Thus during the time of the interviews, one worked as a 

security guard and the other worked in the coconut industry (see Appendix G for a 

list of pre and post-tsunami occupations of participants).  As Ajith explains: 

There is a significant difference in how we used to live and how we 

live now. Our old life was a very difficult and unhappy one. We had no 

sense of night or day, no freedom. To be honest I do not earn as much 

as I did when I was coral mining, now that I am a security guard. But 

that was illegal, so I was always at unease. I was reluctant and afraid 

to bring my children into that profession. But I had no choice. That 

was all I knew how to do, and we all needed money. But after the 

tsunami I stopped that job, and my children started taking their studies 

seriously.  

The onset of a tragedy can challenge not only the past but also future hopes, plans 

and ambitions, causing individuals to rethink their lives; reminding them of the 

complexities of life itself (Jones, 2006; Radley, 2009; Swatton & O'Callaghan, 

1999). As Radley (2009) suggests, survival becomes a condition; rather than a 

pre-condition, of one’s need to re-examine how he or she arrived at this point in 

life. The onset of the tragedy not only disrupted the continuous flow of life 

narratives, it was instrumental in changing the course of these narratives. The 

tsunami enabled participants to re-story their life narratives allowing other plots to 

become possible. The members of this community were required to acknowledge 

and accept the impacts of the tragedy; albeit their negative effects, in order to 

allow this process to occur. 
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3.2 The Negative Impacts of the Tsunami  

As was to be expected, the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami had a number of 

negative impacts on people in the community of Hikkaduwa. Loss occurred not 

only in terms of loved ones, but also in terms of livelihoods; homes, belongings 

and jobs. As Priyani tearfully recalls, echoing the thoughts of all the participants: 

There was a time right after the tsunami when we did not have any 

food to cook, and the only thing we had to make curry with were the 

papayas in the tree in our garden. This was before we started 

receiving help from the various NGOs [non-governmental 

organisations] and relief organisations. […] At one point I thought I’d 

never get to sleep on a bed again. Right after we lost everything we 

had to sleep on the floor. We didn’t even have a proper door to our 

bathroom because everything was destroyed.      

In addition to these losses, people in this community also faced challenges in 

terms of pride as a result of status. For communities in Sri Lanka, social 

stratification or notions of status, caste and class are important even at present, 

despite a widely diffused ideal of social equality (Chapin & Silva, 2001). Caste, 

perceived as a traditional part of Buddhist and Hindu society in Sri Lanka, is 

determined by birth into a predetermined status hierarchy. This is typically 

considered a reward or retribution for the good deeds carried out in an 

individual’s previous life (Chapin & Silva, 2001). Caste identity was traditionally 

exemplified by occupations and ritual roles, names of individuals and places, 

social networks and their attire as well as housing. The degrees of difference 

within the hierarchy of caste were marked by practices emphasising superiority or 

inferiority, such as through forms of address and seating arrangements (Chapin & 

Silva, 2001; Leach, 1962; Ryan, 1953; Silva, 1999). Today however, society 

expresses a level of unease and even resentment toward gestures indicating such 

hierarchical relations. 

Class status on the other hand; determined by attributes such as wealth and 

education, is increasingly manifested in speech, attire, education and employment 

even today (Chapin & Silva, 2001). Those belonging to the elite classes for 

example can be identified by their command of the English language, education in 
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exclusive schools, executive level employment, exclusive and valuable 

possessions and their association and access to international networks. In contrast, 

lower classes are associated with minimal comforts, their engagement in manual 

labour and a lack of social contact with the elite classes (Chapin & Silva, 2001; 

Leach, 1962; Ryan, 1953; Silva, 1999). While not typically as prominent or 

significant as that in countries such as India, social stratifications in Sri Lanka 

tend to emerge into the forefront of communal beliefs and thinking in particular 

contexts; and the tsunami proved to be such an event.  As Priyantha explains: 

It was very embarrassing to us. We were treated like everyone else. We 

felt like we had lost our status. We had to actually stand in line to 

receive aid and dry rations. We were not used to it. 

Priyantha considered himself and his family as belonging to the lower middle 

class, yet it was clear that they set themselves apart from those whom they 

believed were beneath them. They held certain expectations that they should be 

treated as members of considerable social standing in the fishing community of 

Hikkaduwa, and this posed a significant level of discomfort to them. Similar 

thoughts were expressed by Priyani: 

[….] With my family background I can’t really go around asking for 

personal donations for myself. I faced hardships like that as well. Even 

though some people can bow down to others and ask for donations or 

help in general, we can’t do that. Mentally for me, that would have 

been like I was disrespecting my parents. 

In the case of Priyani, the relatively higher social standing of her family meant 

that during the immediate aftermath of the tsunami at least, she was unwilling and 

therefore unable to obtain the help she needed. In this context social stratifications 

seemed to pose a barrier to the degree of aid some participants received; or rather 

let themselves receive.  

Nonetheless, despite the varying degrees of adversity faced by this entire 

community following the tsunami, it was noteworthy that most had learned to 

overcome their despair by the time the interviews were carried out. A number of 

participants had acknowledged and accepted that there were in fact positive 

aspects of the tsunami. 
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3.3 Buddhist Beliefs and the ‘Golden Tsunami’ 

 

Sri Lanka is a predominantly Buddhist nation. Accordingly, all 

participants of the present study were also Buddhists and believe in the 

temporality of life. They also follow the notion that one needs to face adversity in 

life in order to reach enlightenment. The Buddhists adhere to the Buddha’s 

teachings of the Four Noble Truths, where the first is that life is filled with dukkha 

(Mikulas, 2007; Rahula, 1974). A central concept to what is presently known as 

Buddhist psychology; dukkha, translates to ideas of suffering, a sense of un-

satisfaction and/or anxiety (Claxton, 1992; Mikulas, 2007). The second Noble 

Truth is that craving is the source of dukkha, as it can cause one to cling onto 

worldly possessions, which may also include people. The third, is that dukkha 

ends when craving ceases, when one reaches a point where he or she is ‘fully in 

the present, joyful, peaceful, and compassionate’ (Mikulas, 2007, p. 14). The way 

to free one’s self from such craving is considered the fourth Noble Truth 

(Mikulas, 2007). The Buddhist perspective emphases the impermanence of 

suffering; that it is subject to change (Wada & Park, 2009). In the context of grief, 

loss and adversity, this recognition of the transitory nature of suffering may 

provide the bereaved with a sense of acceptance and strength to endure their pain 

or loss, and can enable spiritual and emotional growth and transformation 

(Kumar, 2005; Wada & Park, 2009).  

A growing body of research into post-traumatic growth portrays similar 

notions of acceptance among those who have experienced major losses and 

traumatic events, indicating that they often gain positive changes in relation to 

their sense of self, their relationships with others and their attitudes towards life in 

general (Calhoun & Tedeschi, 2001, 2006; Dow, Ferrell, Haberman, & Eaton, 

1999; Linley & Joseph, 2004; Schroevers, Kraaij, & Gamefski, 2011; Schroevers, 

Ranchor, & Sanderman, 2006; Wada & Park, 2009). It is worth noting here 

though, that while one can understand and accept such notions at an intellectual 

level and when providing advice to others, experiencing hardship for one’s self 

can be more difficult to grasp and work through. Thereby despite being aware of 

the theoretical aspects or orientations of coping with grief and adversity, 

emotional difficulties experienced at a personal level tend to be harder to accept 

and live with.  
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Nonetheless, a majority of studies into post-traumatic growth have been 

carried out in relation to adversity in terms of illness. Similar trends were visible 

in the aftermath of the 2004 tsunami. The sudden experience of loss caused by the 

tragedy seemed to instil a sense of strength and courage among people in the 

community of Hikkaduwa. As Priyani proudly states:  

Today I am strong. I am not afraid to live life, because of the strength I 

gained through losing everything and everyone to the waves. I don’t 

let anything or anyone bring me down. My goal is to make the best of 

the life I have now. 

The tsunami further provided an opening for participants to turn their lives 

around. It acted as a form of re-awakening agent, giving them a second chance at 

life. As Ajith reasons: 

I know I was engaged in a profession that was illegal before. I was 

afraid that my children would also go into the same profession when 

they grew up. The tsunami helped me realise that I can change; that I 

needed to change for the benefit of my children. If it wasn’t for the 

tsunami my children would have continued to neglect their studies and 

started coral mining like me. But now they are receiving proper 

education. They are taking their studies seriously, and I am very proud 

of them. 

Thus as Wada (2009) suggested, experiences of significant loss can enable people 

to view their vulnerability, their whole lives in fact, with increased clarity. They 

are not only able to show a greater appreciation for their own lives, but also show 

enhanced compassion for others who are suffering (Calhoun & Tedeschi, 2001; 

Wada & Park, 2009). Post-tsunami research conducted in Sri Lanka is consistent 

with this view indicating that the tragedy prompted overwhelming expressions of 

empathy, courage and generosity, characterising the commitment of hundreds of 

community members engaged in rescue efforts or attempts to comfort those in 

despair (de Mel, 2010). Among the villagers, the disaster was dubbed the Golden 

Tsunami, due to the constant influx of aid flow in terms of food, clothing and 

housing; luxuries these communities did not otherwise have the means to acquire 

(de Mel & Ruwanpura, 2006).  
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The tragedy also opened up further opportunities for communities in Sri 

Lanka in terms of jobs. For example, increased numbers of men and women 

joined Non-Governmental Organisations in the aftermath of the tsunami; a sector 

that actually expanded following the disaster (de Mel, 2010; de Silva, 2009). 

Similarly Ajith explains: 

On one hand the tsunami was sad, because a lot of us lost our homes 

and families. But on the other hand it did bring some good. Because 

you see, our children all have honest jobs now. A lot more of them 

have found jobs now compared to before the tsunami. This is because 

there are actually more jobs available in these parts now, and also our 

children are more motivated to study well and earn for their families. 

The recognition that there are positive aspects to the tragedy and the acceptance of 

their situation in this manner can be considered one of the first steps to initiating 

narrative repair. Hence, as discussed in Chapter One, narrative repair recreates a 

sense of order to life, and the sheer power of narrative interpretation provides 

meaning as well as dignity to even the most painful experiences. It further 

provides a sense of continuity between the past and the future (Hanninen, 2004; 

Howe, 1993; Mankowski & Rappaport, 2000).  

 

3.4 Chapter Discussion 

 

The present chapter discusses the impact of the 2004 Indian Ocean 

tsunami as a disruption to the continuous flow of life narratives of people in the 

community of Hikkaduwa, Sri Lanka. The tsunami led participants to not only 

adopt new occupations and responsibilities, but also changed their outlooks on 

life. For members of this community, the understanding that the tsunami caused a 

significant disruption to their common-sense boundaries; or the taken for granted, 

became part of their everyday lives (Bury, 1982). For example, in the context of 

Priyani, as discussed above, the depth of change in her life narrative was anchored 

even in mundane tasks such as household chores. The tsunami also provided an 

opening for participants to turn their lives around. It was able to act as a form of 

re-awakening agent, giving community members a second chance at life. The 

tragedy facilitated the re-storying of participant life narratives by allowing other 
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plots to become possible. The people in Hikkaduwa were required to acknowledge 

and accept the impacts of the tsunami; despite their negative aspects, in order to 

allow this process to occur.  

Studies into community resilience indicate that it is more than just an 

ability to adapt to change or adversity and bounce back (Hodgetts, Drew, et al., 

2010; Norris, Stevens, Pfefferbaum, Wyche, & Pfefferbaum, 2008; Pooley, 

Cohen, & O'Connor, 2006). Resilient communities are in fact said to ‘embrace 

change as an opportunity for positive growth’ (Hodgetts, Drew, et al., 2010, p. 

314). Therein lay the importance of cultural and religious beliefs within the 

community of Hikkaduwa. In the context of grief, loss and adversity, the Buddhist 

understanding of the temporality of suffering provided bereaved community 

members with a sense of acceptance and strength to endure their pain or loss 

(Kumar, 2005; Wada & Park, 2009). Research in the field of humanistic 

psychology indicates that resilience involves the use of various resources and 

social networks, along with daily practices and/or survival strategies to access 

those resources (Hodgetts, Drew, et al., 2010; Reed-Victor & Stronge, 2002). 

Linking these notions back to the context of the present study, it is clear that this 

community engaged in exactly that. They used culture and religious beliefs as 

resources to help re-story their lives; to help them find healthy ways of living with 

their grief. Rather than approaching communities affected by a disruptive event 

such as a natural disaster as victims of the tragedy, the present study implies a 

need to consider strategies through which such communities construct alternative 

settings, meanings and/or ways of being (cf. Hodgetts, Drew, et al., 2010).   

This marks the third and final aspect of Bury’s (1982) discussion of 

disruptive events. This stage can be identified by the emergence of a response to 

disruption involving the mobilisation of resources, in facing an altered situation 

(Bury, 1982). Accordingly, the following chapter discusses the role of material 

objects and other art forms as additional material resources that enabled this 

community to re-story their life narratives following the 2004 Indian Ocean 

tsunami.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: MATERIALITY AND NARRATIVE 

RECONSTRUCTION 

 

When people fall ill they resort to whatever they have in their lives – 

their skills, resources, their relationships – to make sense of the future 

they have or, in some cases, have left. Only for a relatively few people, 

perhaps, will this involve writing and publishing accounts, painting 

pictures or making photographs. And yet the aims of recovering the 

ability to wonder, to help others see clearly – perhaps for the first time 

– how things might be, are always the centre of efforts to shape life in 

the face of illness. (Radley, 2009, p. 14) 

 

For some time, academics have explored how human beings re-story their 

lives in order to repair disruptions to life narratives that result from events such as 

illness, migration and war. Material objects such as artworks, memorials, 

monuments and shrines, have been identified as agents that facilitate processes of 

narrative reconstruction following such events (Beckstead et al., 2011; Corbin & 

Strauss, 1987; Deaux, 2000; Frank, 1995; Li, 2011; Macdonald, 2006; Radley, 

2009; Theriault, 2003). In accordance with Bury’s (1982) third phase of biological 

disruption, the present chapter discusses the role of material objects and forms of 

art as resources that initiate processes of re-membering and re-storying, and 

enable people to reconstruct their fractured life narratives following a natural 

disaster. I discuss the second theme of my analysis, by first highlighting the 

importance of continuing bonds, rather than severing connections with the 

deceased as a way of moving past grief and loss. Thereafter, I explore the function 

of the various public monuments erected in the town of Hikkaduwa following the 

2004 Indian Ocean tsunami: concluding that within this community, feelings of 

grief and loss were better expressed in private. To the fore are participant uses of 

personal objects to enact emotions and cultivate a sense of connection to past 

events and lost loved ones. I also discuss the change in significance of these 

metonyms over time, concluding that re-membering is a constructive process that 

changes along with time. Such a change can signify how individuals and 
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communities cope with their grief, move on with their lives and reconstruct their 

fractured life narratives. 

 

4.1 Conceptualising Grief 

 

While a positivist approach to grief perceives it as a deviation from 

normalcy that requires corrective action, death and illness have been labelled 

enemies that need to be overcome (Hedtke, 1999; Hedtke, 2001; Kearl, 1995; 

Klass, Silverman, & Nickman, 1996). Freud’s Psychoanalytic theory, for 

example, describes grief as a state that one needs to get over and move on from. It 

implies a need for detachment from memories of the deceased, and an acceptance 

of the reality of death as a way of restoring an individual’s functional life; offering 

them a sense of wholeness (Davies, 2004; Freud, 1961; Hedtke, 1999; Hedtke, 

2001; Klass et al., 1996; Rando, 1995; Stroebe & Stroebe, 1997). Similarly, even 

today, various beliefs and ideologies about how grief should be handled exist. 

Some of which indicate that one should return to normal as quickly as possible, or 

that the deceased’s belongings should be put away and they should never be 

spoken of again (Hedtke, 1999; Hedtke, 2001). A dominant view in disaster 

psychology also posits that the resolution of grief is achieved through severing 

bonds with the deceased.  

A number of scholars have challenged this dominant view however. There 

exists a body of research that rejects the proposition that recovery requires 

survivors to discontinue bonds and forget the deceased. This stance instead 

emphasises the importance of continued relationships with lost loved ones 

(Davies, 2004; Klass, 1993a, 1993b), suggesting that the bereaved need to ‘learn 

to live with the dead in a new way’ (Green, 2008, p. 189). The aim of grieving is 

no longer to gain closure, but rather to achieve resolution as a way of living life 

with an active memory of the deceased (Anderson, 2010; Green, 2008). This 

stance is consistent with Buddhist perceptions of life, death and rebirth as being 

part of a cycle (Aronson, 2004; Wada & Park, 2009). Contradictory to dominant 

Anglo-American and Judeo-Christian notions of death being indicative of a sense 

of finality, for Buddhists death does not mark the end of life. Rather death is a part 

of life, thereby reinforcing the notion of continued bonds (Wada & Park, 2009). 
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Correspondingly, Buddhist beliefs encourage the bereaved to continue 

transferring merit towards the deceased, by conducting religious functions such as 

alms giving’s or dhaana as mentioned in Chapter Two, to help them through this 

cycle and to eventually enter the path of enlightenment (Tilakaratne, 2012). 

Overall research supporting continued relationships with the deceased 

thereby suggests that maintaining bonds can facilitate healing, and can occur 

through various modes ranging from simply talking about lost loved ones, to 

preserving objects such as photographs and clothing, to evoke memories of them 

(Davies, 2004; Klass, 1993a, 1993b). The composition of biographies and poetry 

in memory of the deceased, carrying out rituals; religious or otherwise, as well as 

establishing monetary memorials in commemoration of them have additionally 

been signified as ways by which individuals continue bonds with the ones they 

have lost (Davies, 2004; Klass, 1993a, 1993b; Rosenblatt, 2000; Talbot, 2002). 

The preservation of material objects or various art forms to continue bonds with 

the deceased, following a disruptive event for example, does not function as a 

cure to grief, nor does it work towards saving what has been lost. Instead, as 

previously argued in Chapter One, these objects help individuals and communities 

come to terms with their situation; their loss and grief, and thereby enables them 

to re-story their life narratives (Radley, 2009).  

 

4.2 The Function of Public Monuments 

 

As discussed in Chapter One, public monuments and memorials can 

function as material objects that facilitate narrative reconstruction. The materiality 

of a war memorial for instance, acts as a social symbol, and provides a medium 

through which social values, memories and emotions can be encoded and 

expressed (Barber, 1949; Beckstead et al., 2011). I argued that war memorials can 

additionally act as agents that initiate processes of healing for those affected, by 

bringing people together and helping them define their shared, common histories 

(Beckstead et al., 2011; Hayden, 1999; Moriarty, 1995; Stephens, 2007; Theriault, 

2003). Applying these notions to the context of the aftermath of a natural disaster; 

the present research suggests that tsunami monuments can also aid in bringing a 

community together. For example, three participants indicated that the public 
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monuments constructed following the tsunami were places where they met old 

friends and neighbours. As Kumara explains: 

[…] we met our old neighbours there. Since we live much more inland 

now, we hardly meet them otherwise. […] Many people gathered at the 

monuments on the day marking the anniversary of the tsunami. It 

reminded us of how many people were affected by the tsunami. We felt 

like we were not the only ones who lost everything; that the whole 

town itself lost something. […] We all used to light oil lamps to 

remember the people lost. And we talked about old times. Sometimes 

it’s good you know, to remember the past like that. 

Similar to war memorials, tsunami monuments can also aid in creating a shared or 

collective memory of a disruptive event; in this case, the 2004 Indian Ocean 

tsunami (Beckstead et al., 2011). These structures additionally provided a space 

where the community could meet and discuss their common fate. These 

gatherings held a unifying power, and generated a sense of community and 

belonging, while further signifying the universality of the experiences of grief and 

loss. Similar to the function and significance of creating works of illness, such 

practices can be both validating and empowering (Arthur, 2009; Fernando, 2009; 

Radley, 2009).  

It is noteworthy that all the participants stated that they gathered at the 

public tsunami monuments only on the days marking the anniversary of the 

tragedy. In fact, such monuments were of limited utility in my participants’ efforts 

to remember and recover from the tsunami. They considered the structures 

themselves impersonal, and felt a sense of detachment in relation to them. As 

Ajith explains: 

We don’t go there much, only at each anniversary of the tsunami. […] 

We didn’t build those monuments ourselves, so we don’t really feel 

anything towards them. It’s true, they do remind me of the tsunami, but 

that’s as far as it goes I guess. […] One of the smaller monuments has 

a list of names of some people we lost. I suppose I just look at the 

names of my lost relations on that sometimes when I pass it. That’s all 

really.  
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The fact that it was various governmental agencies that actually constructed the 

tsunami monuments in Hikkaduwa, and not members of the community itself, 

seemed to be an important determinant of the subsequent significance these 

structures held to the community. Jorgensen-Earp and Lanzilotti (1998) note that 

public monuments are sometimes constructed as expressions of power. In the 

context of war memorials, it is acknowledged that the structures do emphasise 

notions of patriotism, courage and chivalry and thereby promote social unity 

(Arthur, 2009; Bodnar, 1992; Jorgensen-Earp & Lanzilotti, 1998). However, these 

sites of commemoration are not univocal celebrations of a collective past, rather, 

they can be rhetorical battlegrounds (Browne, 1995; Jorgensen-Earp & Lanzilotti, 

1998); products of ‘elite manipulation, symbolic interaction and contested 

discourse’ (Bodnar, 1992, p. 20). Official expressions of the significance of a 

memorial can overpower the vernacular expressions of the average or ordinary 

community members; the people actually affected by the event that the monument 

signifies in the first place (Browne, 1995; Jorgensen-Earp & Lanzilotti, 1998).  

The solidity and prominence of a public war memorial is also said to 

function as a shield from the brutality of war; the suffering caused by it, the reality 

of lives lost and the fragility of life itself (Arthur, 2009). Despite the usual 

inclusion of lists of names of the deceased on public monuments, their individual 

suffering tends to be ‘blended, ritualized, and distanced in a symbolic and 

generalized tribute’ (Arthur, 2009, p. 65). As a result, research suggests that these 

structures can form as much an agent of collective forgetting as that of 

memorialisation or commemoration (Arthur, 2009; Edkins, 2003). This stance 

however seems to be at odds with participant accounts from the present study. 

Members of the Hikkaduwa community who were directly affected by the 

tsunami did not wish to forget the tragedy, as I will discuss in the following 

sections. Their efforts at recovery involved remembering rather than forgetting. In 

accordance with scholars such as Radley (2009), I posit that narrative 

reconstruction following a tragedy in the path to recovery requires one to embrace 

his or her fate and work with it, no matter how traumatic.  
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4.3 Narrative Reconstruction through Private Memorialisation 

 

In the following section I discuss the function of metonyms including the 

arts, symbolic objects and spaces that enabled participants cope with their grief 

and loss, and reconstruct their life narratives following the tsunami. This section is 

presented in three sub-sections. I first observe how the arts can serve as a medium 

through which emotions can be expressed. Secondly, I explore the role of the arts 

as well as private memorials as a way by which participants established a sense of 

connection, and thereby maintained a link to the loved ones they lost. I finally 

discuss the function of various personal material objects and spaces through 

which participants maintained a link to their past. Through this section I argue that 

within the community of Hikkaduwa, notions of re-membering and expressions of 

grief tended to be more personalised.  

 

A mode for expressing emotions 

In the context of Sri Lanka, the pre-existing cultural norms that discourage 

the expression of feelings in public, as discussed in Chapter Two, influenced 

participants’ expressions of grief (Fernando, 2009). Within this community, one 

way of expressing grief privately was through the arts. Priyani, for example, 

admitted that after the death of her parents she needed a way to express her 

thoughts and feelings. Composing lyrics to songs and poems served as a form of 

release for her disarrayed emotions. As Priyani explains: 

At the time I was under so much pressure, mentally. I was beyond 

getting help from counsellors. They told me I needed to get medical 

help. But I refused; I said I can manage myself. I didn’t want everyone 

to know what I was going through. […] So I just took a piece of paper 

and started scribbling on it. I wrote anything and everything that came 

to my head. I was not someone who particularly liked writing in the 

past. I wasn’t really used to writing. But it felt good […] Every time I 

thought of my mother, words used to come to me. I used to write them 

all out. When I wrote, it felt like the pressure was slowly releasing. 

[…] Eventually after a series of scribbles, my words started making 

sense, falling in to place you know? I eventually composed a poem. 
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And then another. After I finished writing each of them, I used to go 

back and read them. They used to make me cry.  

The arts can be a significant contributor to processes of narrative reconstruction, 

by providing a medium by which thoughts and feelings can be organised into a 

coherent sequence (Radley, 2009). In a culture that does not particularly 

appreciate public displays of emotion, such modes of release can be vital for 

recovery and to enable participants gain resolution from grief. For Priyani, while 

the process of emotional expression through the composition of poetry occurred in 

a private setting, she was also then able to share her poems with other community 

members in a way that was more socially acceptable. Priyani painted scenes with 

her words; she was able to ‘invoke the visual verbally’ (Hodgetts, Stolte, et al., 

2010, p. 272). Priyani’s work thus provided comfort by fostered notions of 

commonality and shared fate among community members, similar to the function 

of illness narratives (Radley, 2009). This is apparent in the lyrics of the verses 

composed by Priyani; as indicated by the extracts below (see Appendix H for 

complete poems in Sinhalese along with English translations): 

මහා මුහුදේ රැලි අතදේ මදේ අම්මා සැඟවී ගියා, 

මහා මුහුදේ රැලි අතදේ මදේ සතුට සැඟවී ගියා, 

මහා මුහුදේ රැලි අතදේ සැඟදෙන්න මට හිදතනො. 

My mother is lost; shielded by the waves of the great ocean, and so is 

my happiness. I too feel like shielding myself, hiding among those 

waves. 

ක්ෂිතිඡය ඉදම් ආකාදසේ, ඒ දෙන්නාදේ සිතුම් පැතුම්, 

දනොමැදකන දෙස ලියා තිදෙනො. 

ඒ පැතුමන් ඉටු කරන්නට, ජීෙත් දෙනො. 

භදෙන් භදේ මදේ මේපිදයෝ දෙදපොෙ පතනො.   

The thoughts and dreams of my parents lie at the edge of the horizon. 

They are written in a way that will never be erased. I live to fulfil those 

hopes and dreams. I hope that in every rebirth they will remain my 

parents. 
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These excerpts obtained from two separate poems composed by Priyani, were 

written a year apart. They indicate a considerable change in her thinking. While 

the first extract portrays notions of grief and pain, the second tells a story of 

resolution. The benefit of reconstructing her life narrative through the 

composition of poems is thus evident in how Priyani seems to have formulated 

new goals for the future, revealing her determination to live for her parents; to 

honour their hopes and dreams. Priyani’s work supports Radley’s (2009) 

proposition that poems can serve as vehicles for coming to terms, and providing 

ways of re-entering the world of the healthy. 

The use of the arts in this manner as a personalised mode of gaining some 

peace alongside grief has historical roots as well. In Oklahoma City and 

Dunblane, a primary cultural aspect of the nineteenth century involved conducting 

private rituals or the construction of personal memorials in the home in 

commemoration of the deceased (Jorgensen-Earp & Lanzilotti, 1998). Several 

private memorials of the day included, preserving photographs, embroidered or 

painted pictures, quilts or scrapbooks of the deceased as well as mourning lockets 

comprising locks of hair belonging to the deceased. Many of these items were 

considered funeral art and formed an important part of the grieving process 

(Jorgensen-Earp & Lanzilotti, 1998). They not only enabled the bereaved to come 

to terms with their grief, they also provided them with a medium by which they 

could establish a connection with the deceased.  

 

Establishing a sense of connection with the deceased 

The use of the arts, as well as a number of varying material objects and 

memorials, was instrumental in allowing members of the Hikkaduwa community 

to establish a sense of connection to the loved ones they lost. Practices involving 

the production of artwork enabled the bereaved to maintain a relationship; or as 

discussed earlier in this chapter, to continue bonds, with the deceased. One way in 

which this was achieved was through communication. Priyani for example, used 

the lyrics of her poems to communicate with her lost parents (see Appendix H for 

complete poems in Sinhalese along with English translations): 

මුහුෙ ද ොඩට  ැලූ ෙෙදසේ ඔය දෙන්නා දේර න්න ෙැරි උනාට 

සමා දෙන්න අම්දම් තාත්දත් 
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එො පටන් මදේ දෙදනතින් උනු කඳුලුයි තාම  ෙන්දන් 

ඔය දෙන්නාදේ දසදනහස මිස නැහැ දෙන දසදනහසක් ෙටින්දන් 

මදේ දෙොදේ හිරුයි සඳුයි නිවී ගියාදන්  

ඔය දෙන්නාදේ දපොඩි දූ අෙ තනි උොදන් 

ඔය දෙන්නාදේ දපොඩි දුෙ  ැන මැවූ සිහින මහා මුහුෙට යටෙ දනොයන්දන් 

ඒ සිහිනය ඉටුෙනො, දෙේදෙොෙ සිට ඔය දෙන්නා, හිනැදහනො දන් 

ඒ හින්ෙයි තෙමත් මා ජීෙත් දෙන්දන් 

Mother and father, I ask for forgiveness for not being able to save you 

the day the ocean encroached the land. The tears that started flowing 

from my eyes that day are still flowing today. I do not value any other 

love aside from yours. You, the sun and moon of my world were 

extinguished. Your youngest daughter is left on her own today. The 

hopes and dreams you had for your youngest daughter, did not sink 

along with the waves. The day those hopes and dreams are fulfilled, 

you will be smiling down from the world of the Gods. That is why I am 

still alive.      

Similar to the function of illness narratives, these poems served as a healing agent, 

enabling Priyani to come to terms with her situation; her loss, grief and sense of 

guilt (Radley, 2009). She was able to gain closure for her nagging guilt of not 

only her inability to save her parents from the waves, but also that she herself 

survived. Priyani’s words indicate that maintaining bonds by talking to her 

deceased parents through the lyrics of her poems enabled her to further gain 

resolution from her grief and loss. Engaging in the arts provides grieving family 

members with a material entity through which they can establish a tangible 

connection with the deceased. As previously linked to the context of war 

memorials in Chapter One, these notions could likewise be applied to private 

memorials (Glazer & Marcum, 2003). 

Private memorials were common in the homes of the tsunami stricken 

community of Hikkaduwa during the time of the interviews. For example, as 

mentioned in Chapter Two, two participants of the present study had private 

shrines in their homes, in memory of the ones they lost to the tsunami. As Nadhee 

explains: 
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The shrine makes me feel like my parents are right there with me. I see 

them every morning when I go to light the lamps at the pictures and 

place flowers there. I talk to them, tell them my plans for the day, and I 

wish them well in their next life.[…] If anything important happens in 

my life I visit my parents’ shrines, and ask for their blessings.  

The maintenance of a portrait of the deceased upon which flower garlands are 

placed and oil lamps are lit, is a common practice or ritual among Buddhists in Sri 

Lanka, forming a religious as well as a cultural norm in the community. In the 

present context however, these shrines served an additional function. Similar to 

war memorials, these shrines could also be perceived as a way by which the 

bereaved re-member those lost. The portraits can act as a substitute for the 

material existence of a body, and thereby provide a medium for communication 

between the living and the dead (Stephens, 2007; Theriault, 2003). By providing a 

concrete mode by which participants could speak to the deceased, the arts as well 

as the private shrines acted as transitional entities that connected them to the loved 

ones they lost (Glazer & Marcum, 2003; Witztum & Lerner, 2008; Witztum & 

Malkinson, 2009). 

 

Establishing a link between the past and the present 

Connections such as those mentioned above seemed to not only occur 

between the living and the dead in this context, but also between past and present. 

Moreover, these links were also established and maintained by numerous material 

objects and/or personal monuments. One’s willingness to give an aesthetic form to 

a painful image or fragment of memory from the past such as a disruptive event 

can be pivotal to the process of psychological healing by acting as a reference 

point, facilitating remembrance and also inspiring future experiences (Chaney, 

1996; Radley, 2009; Swatton & O'Callaghan, 1999). For Nadhee, an article of 

clothing she preserved from that fateful day served not only as evidence of 

existence but also as proof of loss (see Figure 7). The preservation of her 

daughter’s dress provided her ontological security in the existence or survival of a 

loved one so young. As Nadhee explains: 
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This was the dress my daughter was wearing when the tsunami hit. Yes 

she was only a baby back then. I saved it to remember. Maybe she will 

forget, because she was so young. But one day she will want to know 

what happened. And this will help me explain the story to her. I can 

teach her that we should appreciate this life that was given to us. We 

need to make the most of it, because we never know when it will be 

taken away.  

 

 

Figure 7 The dress preserved by Nadhee 

 

Similar thoughts were expressed by Priyantha, when discussing the small 

monument constructed on the site where his old house stood prior to the tsunami 

(see Figure 8):  

My house along with my family was completely gone when I got here. 

There was a gaping empty space where my home used to be. The only 

thing that remained of my home was the staircase. So I built a small 

monument there, where I found the staircase. Just as a landmark of 

where my home used to be. I come here to this monument and think of 

that day, and think how different life is now for me […] I am relatively 

happy now. But this is a reminder to me, of what I once faced, and lost, 

to get to the position I am in now. Sometimes it even gives me hope 
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that I managed to rise up to where I am now, despite suffering the 

lowest of low points.   

 

 

 

Figure 8 Priyantha’s private monument 

 

Additional material objects of similar significance that were identified in 

Chapter Two include, an antique door knocker, other private monuments and 

shrines, the ruins of a past home and workplace, and a windowpane salvaged from 

the wreckage of a past home (see Figures 9 to 12).  
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Figure 9 The antique door knocker salvaged by Nadhee, fixed on the door of her 

new home 

 

 

Figure 10 Nadhee’s private monument 

 

A material object or metonym’s ability to serve as a reference point can 

further enable the maintenance of a link to one’s past life or self by restoring a 

sense of normality to life. As Ajith explains: 

Our whole house was destroyed by the waves. But later one of our 

neighbours said they found a single windowpane in the rubble, which 
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was not damaged at all. Even though everything else was completely 

wrecked, that windowpane remained. So I saved it. And we fixed it in 

the new house we built. For one, it was a way I could remember our 

old life, but I also had a need to build the new house just like the one 

we lost. […] So we built the new house on the foundation of the old 

one. That was all that remained from the old house; the foundation, 

aside from the windowpane of course. But I know that the house we 

live in now is new, even though it looks like the old one. It’s just the 

windowpane that remains from our old life. As a reminder you know? 

[…] Something like the clothes we wore on the day, say a suit or 

something, can get lost with time. But something like a window can 

last. We can’t lose or misplace something like that. 

Ajith’s decision to not only salvage and use the old windowpane, but also to build 

a new house identical to the one he lost; on the foundation of the old house, was 

his way of acknowledging that life will go on. Despite a conscious knowledge that 

everything and everyone around him had changed, including himself; in terms of 

his occupation and thereby his previous routine for example, his house, or more 

specifically, the windowpane would always act as a reminder of his past. It 

provided a sense of continuity between the past and the present. More 

importantly, this material link to his old life was an object that would last. Ajith’s 

indication that unlike clothing, something such as a windowpane could not be 

misplaced implies that he did not wish to forget or severe ties with his past, 

instead he wished to have a constant reminder of his old life; his old self.  

The need to re-establish a sense of normality is an area also discussed in 

relation to serious illness. Radley (2009) provides an example of a man who 

despite undergoing surgery continued his routine responsibility of chopping wood 

in his shed in the months following it. He suggests that this was the man’s way of 

signalling that life would still go on; that despite having a serious illness, he was 

still the man of the house. By carrying out his responsibilities regardless of his 

condition, the man was not only able to restore normality through his daily 

routine, but also his sense of identity.  

Research conducted by Li (2011) with older Chinese migrants to New 

Zealand draws similar conclusions. Her study indicates that following a disruptive 
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event, or rather an interruption to one’s life narrative, while it may not be possible 

to engage in and fulfil the roles, responsibilities and specific titles that were 

previously held, one tends to acknowledge that the old self is still very much a 

part of his or her present self. Li (2011) refers to an individual who was a surgeon 

in China, prior to migrating to New Zealand. While he was unable to re-establish 

his title as a surgeon in New Zealand, he still continued to engage in his role of 

helping others, where in his latter circumstance he did so by giving away 

paintings done by him, as gifts.  

Notions of the restorative self can similarly be applied to participants of 

the present study, in the context of the aftermath of a natural disaster. For 

example; Kumara was a politician prior to the onset of the tsunami. However, 

while he and his family survived, he lost everything else to the waves, including 

his home and workplace and sites where he carried out his campaign duties. 

Following the tsunami Kumara had changed his profession and was the owner and 

principal of a small school at the time of the interviews. While his new occupation 

still enabled him to engage in a number of his previous responsibilities, it further 

offered him a sense of renewal, allowing him to carry on with life in a more self-

fulfilling manner despite the tragedy. Kumara was thus able to repair or re-story 

his fractured narrative when new and alternate plots presented themselves to him. 

Kumara’s sense of identity also seemed to be strongly embedded in the 

ruins of his old workplace. During a walk-along interview at the site of the ruins 

of his old workplace he explains: 

I run a small school now. But I used to be in politics. This is where my 

offices were [gesturing to a stretch of land with ruins of several 

buildings]. I usually try to avoid coming here. Because I still feel a 

great burst of emotion in this place. This was where I was when the 

tsunami hit. But I can’t demolish all this and build over it. I can’t 

bring myself to do it. This is the only reminder I have of my old life. 

[…] This was where my office was. Broken pieces of furniture are still 

there you see [gesturing to the ruins shown in Figure 11]. This was 

where I used to hold my political meetings and speeches. I used to 

stand there, where the banana trees are in the distance now, speaking 
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to everyone and the crowd used to stand here where the grass is 

[gestures to the stretch of trees and grass shown in Figure 12].  

 

 

Figure 11 Ruins of Kumara’s workplace 

 

 

Figure 12 The remnants of where Kumara conducted political meetings 

 

According to Radley (2009), individuals tend to avoid metonyms ‘that not 

only “bring back” the past, but make them, as narrators, sensuously available to 

the past in imagery’ (p. 131, original emphasis). This notion seemed to similarly 
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apply to the present context where Kumara mentioned that he usually avoided 

visiting this place of significance. This place brought back a rush of emotions, 

particularly due to the fact that he was at that location during the onset of the 

disaster. The walk-along interview suggested that Kumara was re-living his past; 

his life that preceded the tsunami. During the particular part of the interview 

included above, his expressions implied that his memories stemmed not from a 

narrator’s point of view, but that of a character in the fragment of the narrative of 

his past life. This supports the idea that place can foster notions of place based 

identity by serving as a means for transportation (Casey, 2001; de Certeau, 

1984a). Although time has moved on, and to me, as an external spectator or 

observer of the narrative, the space seemed like a mere block of land comprising a 

series of ruins and overgrown shrubs and trees, through Kumara’s eyes, he 

perceived a scene completely different. With the aid of Kumara’s narration, I was 

able to develop some understanding of what the place meant to him. As de 

Certeau (1984a) states:  

places are fragmentary and inward-turning histories, pasts that others 

are not allowed to read, accumulated times that can be unfolded but 

like stories held in reserve, remaining in an enigmatic state, 

symbolisations encysted in the pain or pleasure of the body (p. 108). 

Place, or rather one’s surroundings, are not only perceived mentally, but also 

actively lived and receptively experienced (Casey, 2001; de Certeau, 1984a; Ross, 

Renold, Holland, & Hillman, 2009). Over time, the meaning or significance of a 

certain place is shaped and transformed through various practices such as bodily 

encounters or even by traces of place being inscribed on the body (Casey, 2001; 

Coleman & Collins, 2006; Ross et al., 2009). For Kumara, his place of 

significance was not only an office space; it was a part of him. It defined him. It 

was where he spent most of his days prior to the tsunami, actively conducting 

meetings and planning and strategising his campaigns. This transformed meaning 

or significance of a place is stored in one’s memory, and therefore memories are 

what tie an individual to a certain space or place. With the absence of the memory 

itself, or a narration of the memory, the place holds no significance and has a 

neutral quality to it (Morgan & Pritchard, 2005). Radley’s (2009) research into 

illness narratives highlights similar ideas where he indicates that for researchers, 
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as third parties, pictures of empty hospital rooms for example may have a forensic 

quality to it, and hold no significance. However, through illness narratives, images 

of patients, nurses, dressings, wounds, drips, pipes and the extent of suffering 

experienced by the ill can be conjured up, and thus the real meaning of a hospital 

room can be understood (Radley, 2009). Similar to the war memorials and 

landscapes discussed in Chapter One, sites chosen by my participants have a 

metonymic function as sites of memory where individual as well as social 

identities are created and maintained (Beckstead et al., 2011; de Certeau, 1984a; 

Johnson, 2002; Macdonald, 2006; Nora, 1989). Objects and place in this manner 

offer proof of participation, being and memory (Hodgetts, Drew, et al., 2010; Li, 

2011). 

 

4.4 A Change in the Significance of a Metonym over Time 

 

As argued earlier in the chapter, memory tends to be more of a constructive 

rather than a cognitive process, and is thereby culturally patterned. This notion 

accordingly echoes Buddhist beliefs implying that memory should also constantly 

be subject to change with time (Mitchell, 2002; Wada & Park, 2009; Watson, 

1998). Studies into Buddhism and grief indicate that the bereaved themselves, in 

terms of their beliefs about their past and future, as well as their relationship with 

the deceased, tend to change as time progresses (Wada & Park, 2009). For 

example, the meaning a child may find in the death of his father may change as he 

grows up. While the memories of the deceased may only cause sorrow and pain at 

first, with time the relationship between the bereaved and the deceased may 

change to that of a guardian or internal role model (Normand, Silverman, & 

Nickman, 1996; Wada & Park, 2009). These studies do acknowledge that feelings 

of sorrow and pain may resurface on occasion. They also suggest that this occurs 

at different intensities and in relation to alternate aspects of what has been lost 

(Wada & Park, 2009). Such insights can similarly be applied to the present 

context of metonyms of significance to live with grief and initiate narrative 

reconstruction following a natural disaster. Metonyms in the form of material 

objects or the arts have been used as a medium by which relationships are 

maintained with the deceased or past lives. Thus the significance or meanings 

attributed to these objects seem to have changed with time. As Priyani explains: 
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I used to cry a lot, not only when I wrote the poems, but also when I 

read them weeks or months later. They made me think of everything 

and everyone that I lost, and how alone I was. When I read all these 

poems now, I think of how much psychological pressure I was under at 

the time, how much I suffered; that I was even suicidal at one point. 

But I also think of where I am now. How much more independent I am, 

how much stronger I am. I think about all the life lessons I learned 

since losing everything that ever mattered to me. […] It makes me 

proud sometimes to think that I learned to get back up on my feet, after 

being in such a dark place.  

While facilitating processes of healing, it is also clear that Priyani’s poems were 

once agents that stirred up strong emotions of grief and loss. However, with time 

their significance changed to that of reminiscent notions of pain that she learned 

to move past. To Priyani, her poems later signified a sense of achievement. 

Similar thoughts were expressed by Nadhee and Priyantha in relation to their 

private monuments (see Figures 5 and 7). They both indicated that while they 

used to visit these monuments on a regular basis in the months and even years 

immediately following the tsunami, during the time of the interviews; eight years 

after the tragedy, these visits were limited to special occasions such as birthdays 

and anniversaries. As Nadhee explains: 

It doesn’t mean that we have forgotten them. No, we’ll never forget 

them. They’re always here with us. But it just doesn’t hurt as much 

anymore. What can we do. Life goes on. And we have to carry on 

living, if not for our sakes, then for the sake of our children.  

Nadhee’s emphasis on the continuation of life can be linked back to the argument 

made in Chapter Three, in regards to the transitory nature of pain and suffering. 

This provides the bereaved with a sense of acceptance and the strength to endure 

their grief and loss. This property also has the ability to facilitate psychological 

growth and transformation, as well as enable positive changes in relation to one’s 

sense of self, his or her relationships with others and orientation towards life in 

general (Calhoun & Tedeschi, 2001, 2006; Dow et al., 1999; Kumar, 2005; Linley 

& Joseph, 2004; Schroevers et al., 2011; Schroevers et al., 2006; Wada & Park, 

2009). Such a change over time reflects what Bury terms (1982), the mobilisation 
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of resources to respond to a disruptive event, resulting in a successful re-storying 

or reconstruction of a life narrative.  

 

4.5 Chapter Discussion 

 

In this chapter I have investigated the role of monuments, more personal 

material objects and the arts in enabling people in the community of Hikkaduwa 

to re-member those lost, and to re-story their life narratives. Through an 

examination of the function of monuments in the reconstruction of life narratives, 

I recognised the difference between government commissioned monuments and 

memorials and those privately erected by the members of this community. My 

analysis suggests that government commissioned public monuments brought the 

community together, enabling them to establish a sense of shared or common fate. 

However, my participants also experienced public monuments as impersonal 

structures due to the fact that they were not erected by community members 

themselves. Public monuments erected in the town of Hikkaduwa were 

constructed by governmental agencies. They were experienced as contested 

objects that were associated with broader socio-political events in Sri Lankan 

history. These contextual factors restricted their use by participants as everyday 

focal points for remembrance (cf. Arthur, 2009; Bodnar, 1992; Jorgensen-Earp & 

Lanzilotti, 1998). In light of the recent civil war, these objects represent state 

control and conflict. Public monuments served more to remind local people of the 

State’s control in their lives, rather than engaging them in their own processes of 

grieving and recovery. Moreover, public expressions of grief and pain run against 

the cultural norms of the local community (Fernando, 2009). All of the 

participants stated that they gathered at the public tsunami monuments only on the 

anniversary of the tragedy. They further conveyed feelings of detachment in 

relation to these structures. 

Grief and loss within the community of Hikkaduwa tended to be more 

personal, and expressed privately. They were also strongly culturally embedded 

processes. Particular cultural worldviews held by the community, textured 

participant experiences of grief and recovery. In particular, Buddhist 

understandings of the continuity and interdependence of life, death and rebirth for 
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example, reinforced the conception of continuing bonds with the deceased as a 

way of coping with grief and loss in a healthy manner (Aronson, 2004; Wada & 

Park, 2009). As a result, rather than severing ties with the deceased, the members 

of the community of Hikkaduwa maintained a connection with the loved ones 

they lost through the preservation or construction of personal metonyms. 

Personal monuments, memorials, other material objects and spaces aided 

members of this community to establish connections and links not only to the 

deceased, but also to past identities and lives. In exploring such processes, my 

analysis builds upon Radley’s (2009) idea of works of illness to reveal the 

importance of works of loss. I observe how people can recover and learn to live 

with grief following a natural disaster. This chapter discusses the importance of 

material objects, practices and spaces as metonyms that facilitate processes of re-

membering, by acting as transitional entities. They provide mediums through 

which loved ones can communicate and maintain bonds with the deceased (Glazer 

& Marcum, 2003; Stephens, 2007; Theriault, 2003; Witztum & Lerner, 2008; 

Witztum & Malkinson, 2009). I also highlight the significance of objects and 

place as sites of memory that can foster notions of place-based identities by 

transporting participants back to times; lives and identities, before the onset of the 

tsunami (Beckstead et al., 2011; Casey, 2001; de Certeau, 1984a). Through 

discussing these processes I portray the importance of material objects, practices 

and place for individuals and communities as they re-story their lives following 

disaster and loss. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 

The rise of indigenous psychologies globally, and in particular across a 

number of Asian countries has become increasingly prominent in recent times. 

Such developments centralise issues of culture in psychology and call for situated 

understandings of human experience and actions (Allwood & Berry, 2006; 

Church & Katigbak, 2002; Pe-Pua, 1989; Pe-Pua, 2006). The present study is 

informed by, and contributes to this broad development in the discipline of 

psychology. This chapter integrates the core findings of the study, by revisiting a 

gap in psychological research into natural disasters. I emphasise that traditional 

psychological research tends to be overly clinical and mono-cultural in orientation 

with a focus on the diagnosis and treatment of individuals. This dominant world 

view, particularly in terms of disaster research, may not be equally applicable to 

everyone. More attention needs to be paid to the importance of recovery processes 

and how people move through grief or learn to live with grief in ways that are 

healthy and culturally appropriate for them. With reference to participant 

examples, I reinforce the notion that disaster recovery is a culturally-embedded 

process and discuss the significance of incorporating cultural beliefs and practices 

into psychological research on natural disasters and recovery. I discuss the 

importance attributed to seemingly mundane material objects and everyday 

practices as a way of coping and learning to live with the aftermath of a tragedy. 

The chapter concludes by discussing implications of the present study along with 

ideas for future research. 

 

5.1 Natural Disasters and Narrative Repair: An Overview 

 

The Indian Ocean tsunami that occurred on the 26
th

 of December 2004 

devastated a vast number of communities in its wake, including the coastal town 

of Hikkaduwa, Sri Lanka. Community and Applied Social Psychologists have a 

long standing interest in disruptions to community life. While there exists 

considerable psychological literature on natural disasters, most research focuses 

on coping skills and reducing stress, anxiety, PTSD and depression 
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(Assanangkornchai et al., 2004; Bystritsky et al., 2000; Madrid & Grant, 2008). 

Psychological research typically takes a deficit-orientated and individualised 

approach to understanding people and their communities following a natural 

disaster. More recently, there has been some acknowledgement of the importance 

of community participation and shared narratives following a natural disaster 

(Collins et al., 2011; Fernando, 2009). However, there is no detailed discussion of 

how and why culturally-patterned processes are important. Furthermore, these 

discussions are limited to individual therapeutic benefits and the need to 

normalise stress reactions. Sri Lankan literature in the field of psychology, 

following the tsunami, tends to follow similar orientations (Kaplan, 2005; Miller, 

2005; Nikapota, 2006). While there is some emphasis on the creation of culturally 

appropriate programmes for disaster relief, this mostly addresses individual-level 

psychological recovery based on Anglo-American values and models of the 

individual (de Silva, 2006; Nastasi et al., 2011).  

Disaster psychology reflects the primacy given in research to the notion of 

the lonely thinker (Jovchelovitch, 2007). While personal narratives and individual 

biographies are important, psychological research is yet to acknowledge that these 

do not emerge out of a vacuum. Rappaport (2000) argues for the importance of 

considering communal narratives in the process of individualised therapies, as an 

alternative to the psychological profession’s emphasis on a lonely independence 

as a marker of health and functioning. He states that ‘so-called independent living 

is held to be the sine qua non of a mature and well-adjusted lifestyle’ (Rappaport, 

2000, p. 13). Yet, ignoring the social and collective nature of narratives and lives 

reduces the scope for healing and recovery to an individual and lonely task. 

Moreover, happiness and sorrow are not a straightforward binary where one exists 

only in the absence of the other. Tragic events; such as the loss of loved ones to 

the waves, are understandably constructed as tales of terror (Rappaport, 2000). 

However, life is a complex and multifarious business, so our darkest days also 

hold the seeds for recovery and the ensuing tales of joy. 

The present study addresses a prevailing misperception in psychological 

research on natural disasters. Recovery and the resolution of grief are often 

approached as requiring the severing of bonds with the deceased (Davies, 2004; 

Freud, 1961; Hedtke, 1999; Hedtke, 2001; Klass et al., 1996; Rando, 1995; 
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Stroebe & Stroebe, 1997). Yet, is it realistic to expect people to want to or be able 

to get over the loss of a loved one and to move on without them? Through this 

study, I have explored how the bereaved can ‘learn to live with the dead in a new 

way’ (Green, 2008, p. 189). Participants’ actions of re-membrance, their use and 

construction of the material, brings to light Buddhist perceptions of life, death and 

rebirth as being part of a cycle of renewal (cf. Aronson, 2004; Wada & Park, 

2009). My participants worked to maintain, develop and enrich their bonds with 

lost loved ones through the re-storying of their own lives and practices of re-

memberance that centralised souvenirs and other material objects such as artwork.  

 

5.2 Locating Grief in Cultural Practices and Material Objects 

 

Buddhist beliefs are engrained in the actions of people in Hikkaduwa and 

helps explain the importance placed on continuing bonds with the deceased as a 

healthy way of learning to live with grief and loss (Aronson, 2004; Wada & Park, 

2009). Everyday acts that invoke grief and enable remembering, are encapsulated 

in practices such as alms givings or dhaana, lighting oil lamps and laying flowers 

in significant places. Buddhist beliefs and related everyday practices provide an 

alternate way of conceptualising death and mourning, in comparison to traditional 

Judeo-Christian beliefs and practices that are characterised by closure and 

separation. In particular, the allocation of a time and place for private mourning as 

well as locating grief in symbolic objects or metonyms may provide participants 

with a way by which grief and loss can be harnessed. This gives grief a more 

manageable shape and form. Instead of getting over grief, in this context feelings 

of grief and loss are given permission to exist, but in a manner that shelters these 

individuals and their lives from being completely subsumed. In being present with 

the grief for a defined period of time each day, these feelings can become familiar 

and perhaps over time, less overwhelming. Therein lies a path to the healthy 

restoration of a fractured life narrative through processes of re-membering and 

practices of re-membrance. In contrast to dominant Judeo-Christian notions of the 

finality of death in orthodox psychology, for Buddhists, death does not mark the 

end of life. Rather, death is a part of life that requires continued bonds with 

deceased loved ones.  
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For participants in the present study, grieving leads to the development of 

ways of living with traces of the deceased (Anderson, 2010; Green, 2008). Central 

here is the metonymic function of material objects. Maintaining bonds with lost 

loved ones through the preservation of objects such as clothing, the composition 

of poetry and carrying out rituals, facilitates healing and enable participants to 

come to terms with their situations. Material objects and associated practices 

facilitate the re-storying of their life narratives by acting as transitional entities, 

providing mediums through which loved ones can communicate and maintain 

bonds with the deceased (Glazer & Marcum, 2003; Stephens, 2007; Witztum & 

Malkinson, 2009).  

Through this study I provide an alternative way in which disaster recovery 

can be conceptualised, compared to the predominantly Anglo-American 

psychology. Psychology places emphasis on talk therapy and reasoning (for 

example with the use of Cognitive Behavioural Therapy), advocating lifestyle 

factors (such as exercise, diet and relaxation), or distractions (such as hobbies, 

sports and movies), as ways to move past grief. Yet, there are times when words 

and speech are often woefully inadequate for expressing the sheer intensity of 

experiences, such as those endured by the participants of the present study. In 

such situations, engaging in the arts, for instance through the composition of 

poetry, can often communicate what day-to-day language and conversations 

cannot (cf. Radley, 2009). The poems composed by Priyani give form and shape 

to her innermost feelings and experiences of grief. This is not merely the work of 

a lonely thinker. It is a work of loss that draws on shared understandings of what 

it means to grieve for the people we love and care about. Priyani’s poems not only 

allow her to give substance to her grief, but also to connect her personal 

experiences to much broader processes of life that affect us all. 

In a community that has faced such widespread suffering, the process of 

recovery need not be a lonely task focused on forgetting. Continuing bonds with 

the deceased and the past can also restore a new sense of meaning, connection and 

hope. Research into collective memory suggests that ‘memory is not only “stored 

in brains” but rather distributed through social artefacts and cultural tools’ 

(Beckstead et al., 2011, p. 195). In addition to acting as markers for social events, 

objects become instrumental for understanding the past, and come to embody 
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stories relating to past events or narratives (Beckstead et al., 2011). Instead of 

blocking out past events, one can come into contact with experience in order to 

understand, acknowledge and accept those events. Similar to the role played by 

the arts in the processes of remembering the past, material objects can also act as 

objects of transition or as touchstones of meaning. These objects acquire a 

‘secular sacred character’ as more than symbols of the past, and can become 

metonyms of present selves (Morgan & Pritchard, 2005). Personal memorials and 

other material objects aided members of this community to establish connections 

and links not only to the deceased, but also to past identities and lives.  

The seemingly mundane everyday practices of participants that highlight 

the importance of particular things reflects the need for psychologists to develop 

better understandings of how people can respond agentively to tragedy. 

Communities affected by a disruptive event such as a natural disaster should not 

be considered solely as victims of the tragedy. The question of control over 

experiences of adversity and subsequent processes of coping following a natural 

disaster can be fundamentally dilemmatic, complex, ambiguous and value-laden. 

Notions of positive fatalism (cf. Bolam, Hodgetts, Chamberlain, Murphy, & 

Gleeson, 2003) indicate that although certain situations are beyond an individual’s 

control, there remains a moral obligation not to give in to adversity. This reflects 

the need to replace ‘the traditional either/or binary of psychometric constructs 

with a fundamentally more fluid, contradictory and discursive conception of 

control’ over one’s situation (Bolam et al., 2003, p. 18). Instead of the focus on 

individual diagnoses of and treatments for grief, there is a need to observe and 

understand strategies through which agentive communities construct alternative 

settings, meanings and/or ways of being, to cope with their grief and loss (cf. 

Hodgetts, Drew, et al., 2010). In the context of the present study, a need to 

acknowledge the various ways in which Sri Lankan communities can respond to 

tragedy as agentive and resilient groups is reflected by the significance ascribed to 

the metonyms and everyday practices carried out by the people in Hikkaduwa. 
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5.3 Further Implications, Research Possibilities and Conclusions 

 

The present study foregrounds some of the polysemic qualities central to 

seemingly banal practices, spaces and material objects, highlighting their ability to 

sustain multiple meanings for different individuals (Halkier et al., 2011; 

Hargreaves, 2011). What may seem to an external observer, like a mere article of 

clothing, may serve as a reference point and provide a link between an 

individual’s past and present. A block of land overgrown with shrubs may have 

the ability to transport another individual back in time to a past life. A seemingly 

ordinary windowpane may be yet another person’s only means of maintaining 

normality in life. Outwardly mundane things can hold inconceivable significance 

to certain individuals and communities. Conversely, material objects and places 

that are assumed to hold great importance may in reality be quite insignificant to 

certain communities. For example, the state commissioned tsunami monuments 

built in the town of Hikkaduwa, according to the findings of the present study, 

seemed to play a lesser role in the processes of recovery following grief and loss. 

In the context of public monuments and memorials, my findings support 

the importance of incorporating a consultative process between governmental 

agencies and community members, in the memorialisation and construction of 

public monuments. Agencies constructing these structures need to acknowledge 

that the monuments and memorials should hold meaning and significance for the 

members of the community in which they are erected, rather than having a sole 

aim of attracting tourists or signifying notions of superiority. The structures need 

to be constructed in a manner that establishes a sense of connection and belonging 

with community members in order to enhance the potential of relevance for 

people directly affected by and currently working to cope with the aftermath of a 

disaster.  

By way of observing the practices and beliefs of members of the 

community of Hikkaduwa, it is additionally clear that disaster recovery is a 

culturally-embedded process. After all, culture is central to who people are, and 

how they react to disasters and related tragedies. If psychology is to better address 

the needs of diverse cultures we must acknowledge, understand and integrate 

cultural beliefs and practices into our disaster responses. This stance holds 
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particular significance in a context such as that of Sri Lankan communities, where 

approaching a counsellor for example, in order to learn to cope with an issue tends 

to generally be against the norm, and is a practice that is usually looked down 

upon. For Sri Lankan communities, experiences of grief and loss are expressed or 

handled in a more personal or private setting, as distinctly portrayed by 

participants of the present study. Therein lies the sheer importance of personal 

metonyms and practices of re-membrance to members of these communities; to 

enable them to reconstruct their fractured life narratives in the aftermath of a 

natural disaster.      

The present study observed how personal monuments and material objects 

serve as metonyms that instigate narrative repair and re-membering following a 

natural disaster. However, my primary focus was on a Sri Lankan community that 

was predominantly Buddhist. As disaster recovery is strongly embedded in 

cultural practices and beliefs, communities belonging to different cultures and 

even different religious backgrounds may cope with grief, loss and adversity in 

different ways. Future research possibilities may involve observations of 

communities in other parts of Sri Lanka, and how material objects and symbolic 

practices help them cope with grief and loss. Such research could, for example, be 

carried out in areas not dominated by Buddhists, but by Hindus, Muslims and/or 

Christians. This could further extend to war-torn parts of the country and focus on 

how communities previously suffering adversity due to direct exposure to war 

used metonyms and practices of re-membrance to cope and live with their 

multiple levels of adversity following the tsunami. Future research could also go 

beyond the field of natural disaster research, and examine the significance of other 

public monuments such as war memorials, and observe whether or not they help 

communities in Sri Lanka cope with experiences of grief, loss and adversity.  

To conclude, experiences of loss and grief following a natural disaster can 

disrupt lives and shared narratives that bond communities; causing people to 

rework their stories. Narrative reconstruction does not aim to cure; instead it 

enables people to make sense of events, cope and live in the aftermath of disaster. 

This thesis explored the significance of monuments and other symbolic objects, 

places and practices, as metonyms that instigate processes of narrative repair and 

re-membering in the setting of Hikkaduwa. Attention was given to participants’ 
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experiences of events and efforts to cope, in part, through interactions with 

metonyms maintained as symbols of remembrance and to commemorate people 

lost. I emphasise the importance of taking a bottom-up approach to phronetic 

research; in terms of theorising as well as practice, rather than one that is top-

down and simply tests theoretical abstractions. I have offered new insights into 

relationships between material objects salvaged and/or preserved following the 

tsunami in the construction of spaces for re-membrance, and the restoration of 

community narratives. There appears to be a lot more to disaster relief and 

recovery than mainstream psychology understands. 
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APPENDIX A: Information Sheet  

 

 

 

Re-membering those lost: The role of monuments 

in narrative repair. 

Information sheet 

 

 

1. What is the study about? 

This study aims to document the feelings and experiences of communities in Sri 

Lanka affected by the Tsunami, and to uncover their life narratives following the 

tragedy. I intend to explore the significance of the various ‘Tsunami monuments’ 

and to highlight how they have enabled communities such as yours to ‘re-

member’ and re-story events and lives as a way to rebuild your lives following the 

disaster.   

 

2. Who is the researcher? 

I am a postgraduate student at the University of Waikato, New Zealand, 

completing my Master’s in Community Psychology. This research will be carried 

out as part of my Master’s Thesis. 

 

While I will be the sole researcher working towards achieving the key aims of the 

project, I will be working under the supervision of Professor Darrin Hodgetts and 

Dr. Ottilie Stolte from the University of Waikato, New Zealand.  

 

This project has been given ethical approval under the University of Waikato 

Human Research Ethics Regulations.  
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3. What will be asked in the interviews? 

The following key themes will be covered in the interviews; 

- Your life before and after the tsunami. 

- The impact of the tragedy on your family. 

- Are the monuments meaningful and/or helpful for you? 

- Are there any other significant places, objects or art forms that have been 

important as a way to remember what has been lost in the tsunami? 

                           

These themes may take up to 2-3 meetings to cover, and with your consent these 

will take the form of an informal discussion or a ‘walk-along’ interview where 

you can show me the monument or various other objects or places of significance 

to you.  

 

4. What will happen to the information I provide? 

I would like to tape and make a written record of the interview. Your story will be 

combined with the other information I collect for my Masters Thesis. The thesis 

will be submitted to the University of Waikato. This information may also later be 

used to prepare academic papers for publication.  

 

5. Will other people know who I am? 

 

No. In the thesis (and later articles) you will only be identified as a participant of 

the research. Any details that might identify you, that you wish to exclude from 

the transcript will be taken out or disguised. All possible care will be taken to 

protect your privacy. 

 

6. What if I agree to participate and then change my mind? 

You may withdraw from the interviews at any time during the discussions or 

request that particular information is not used. If you wish to withdraw from the 

research completely please let me know at the time or by contacting me within 2 

weeks of the interview (Contact details below). After this time, it will be more 

difficult to remove information from the analysis. 

 

7. How can I find out about the results of the study? 

I can send you a summary of my findings. 
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8. Who can I speak with about my participation in this project? 

If you have further questions or concerns, I will be happy to discuss these with 

you. You can also contact my supervisors, Darrin Hodgetts and Ottilie Stolte. 

Contact details are given below. 

 

 

Thank you so much once again for your time. 

 

Shemana Cassim 

 

 

 

 

Contact Details 

Shemana Cassim (Principal Investigator), Phone: xxxx xxxxxx Email: 

gsc7@waikato.ac.nz 

 

Darrin Hodgetts (Research Supervisor), Department of Psychology, University of 

Waikato, PB 3105, Hamilton. Phone: +647838 4466 ext 6456 Email: 

dhdgetts@waikato.ac.nz 

 

Ottilie Stolte (Research Supervisor), Department of Psychology, University of 

Waikato, Phone: +647838 4466 ext 6454 Email: ottilie@waikato.ac.nz 

 

 

 

  

mailto:dhdgetts@waikato.ac.nz
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APPENDIX B: Sinhalese Translation of Information 

Sheet  
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1.     අධ              ? 

                                                  ජ         

            හ       හ                   .                     

                                 .                       

                                  හ       හ                

    . 

 

2.            ? 

                                           .           

                                             .            

                            .    ,                 

             හ            හ ජ     හ                          

                       . 

                                                  

                                    ඇ . 

 

3.              අ                    ? 

-            හ                           
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-                                  

-             හ             හ                   

                       ,             ඇ  , හ    2-3      

                      . 

 

4. අ     ත            ත                   ? 

            ඇ  ,                     හ   හ          

                 .                  ,                      

         ඟ                    ඇ       ඇ .            

          ,                     භ      ඇ .                    

         හ                      ඇ . 

 

5. ඔ        ත                             හ   ? 

   .                         හභ                හ      ඇ . 

           හ       හ                   හ               ,    

                    හ   ඟ          හ   .                 

           හ                 ඇ . 

 

6.         හ                ,     අ හ           ත හ  ? 

                           ,  හ                     ළ     

                        හ  ඇ .                       

        ඕ    ,               හ                  2  ඇ       

     ඒ                   .                  හ    හ    .  

 

7. අධ               ඔ            අ          ..? 

                                  හ    

 

8.     හ       ත               ළ හ          ඟ  ? 

              හ           හ                            ඕ    

            .    ,                               හ           

 හ ජ     හ                         ළ           හ   .       

        හ      . 
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                                        . 

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

    ධ    හ   අ    

 

          (           ), Phone: xxxx xxxxxx Email: 

gsc7@waikato.ac.nz 

 

 හ            හ ජ     (     ),                              

           

Department of Psychology, University of Waikato, PB 3105, Hamilton. Phone: 

(+64 7) 838 4466 ext 6456 Email: dhdgetts@waikato.ac.nz 

 

                   (     ),                              

           

Department of Psychology, University of Waikato, Phone: (+64 7) 838 4466 ext 

6454 Email: ottilie@waikato.ac.nz 

  

mailto:dhdgetts@waikato.ac.nz
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APPENDIX C: Interview Guide 

 

 

 

Re-membering those lost: The role of monuments in 

narrative repair. 

Interview Guide – Background Sheet 

 

 

Interviewee: _______________________________________________________ 

 

Male / Female        Age: ________   Occupation/Livelihood: _________________ 

 

Where they are from: ________________________________________________ 

 

Family Responsibilities: ______________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Session Number: ___________________________________________________ 

 

Date: _____________________  Time: __________________________________ 

 

Location: _________________________________________________________ 

 

Duration of interview: _______________________________________________ 
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Impression of how interview went: 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

Initial themes to emerge in the interview: 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Potential revisions for interview guide: 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 
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Re-membering those lost: The role of monuments in 

narrative repair. 

Interview Guide – Researcher Checklist 

 

(1
st
 interview) Introduction 

□ Thank participant for their time and agreeing to participate 

□ Introduce self/background 

□ Explain aims of research and interview  

□ Provide information sheet and consent form 

□ Consent for turning recording device on – explain conditions 

 

(Follow up interviews) General follow up questions 

□ Clarify questions/doubts/comments from last interview 

 

Themes 

□ A narrative of your life before and after the tsunami. 

 Routine? 

 

□ The impact of the tragedy on you and your family. 

 Negative 

 Positive  

 

□ The function of things (monuments/objects) on your recovery process. 

 What does this (object) mean to you? 

 What does this object show you about life now? 

 Has its importance changed over time? 

 How long have you had/visited this (object)? 

 How often did you visit the (object) a few years ago/how often do you 

visit it now? 

 

Summarise main points of interview and encourage further input from the 

participant 

□ Would that be an accurate synopsis? 

□ Is there anything you would like to bring up or thought should have been 

discussed? 

□ Do you have any further questions concerning this study? 
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Reminder 

□ Follow up interview date/time/place 

______________________________________ 

 

□ Address/contact details for feedback of final interview or to post 

summaries of research if required 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

___________________________ 

 

Thank you for your time 
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APPENDIX D: Sinhalese Translation of Interview Guide 

 

 

 

              :         හ  ත    හ      

     ත          

         හ               -        හ  

 

 

  :______________________________________________________________ 

 

    /                 : _________        : _____________________________ 

 

           : ______________________________________________________ 

 

         : _____________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

    : ____________________________________________________________ 

 

   : ________________________       : _____________________________ 

 

      : __________________________________________________________ 

 

          : ____________________________________________________ 
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      හ  : 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________  

 

                : 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

     /    /         : 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 
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              :         හ  ත    හ      

     ත          

         හ               -             

 

(          ) හ     

□  හභ                

□    (       ) හ        

□               හ      

□                හ                   

□                            -          හ      

 

(2   හ  3        )       

□                   /    /  හ              

 

       

□            හ                      

                 ? 

 

□             හ                   

  හ   

      

 

□       /    /      හ                       

                          ? 

                                    ? 

        ඟ                   ඇ  ? 

                                          ඇ  ? 

    (       )                           ඇ  ? (           

   /        ) 

 

     ත              ,  ත            ත    ත   ත              

          

□                     ? 

□                                          ? 
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□                                /          ? 

 

 

 ත      

□ ඊ ඟ          /     /       ________________________________ 

 

□                                     හ               

                                       /           
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

ඔ      හ        හ                හ        
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APPENDIX E: Participant Consent Form 

                                                        

SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGY 

CONSENT FORM 

            PARTICIPANT’S COPY 

 

Research Project: Re-membering those lost: The role of monuments in narrative repair. 

Name of Researcher: Shemana Cassim 

Name of Supervisors: Darrin Hodgetts, Ottilie Stolte 

I have received an information sheet about this research project or the researcher has explained the study to 

me. I have had the chance to ask any questions and discuss my participation with other people. Any questions 

have been answered to my satisfaction. 

I agree to participate in this research project and I understand that I may with draw at any time. If I have any 

concerns about this project, I may contact the convenor of the Research and Ethics Committee (Dr Lewis 

Bizo, phone: 838 4466 ext. 6402 or 856 0095, e-mail: lbizo@waikato.ac.nz ) 

 

Participant’s Name: ______________________Signature: ____________________Date: _______________ 

 

 

                                                        

SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGY 

CONSENT FORM 

           RESEARCHER’S COPY 

 

Research Project: Re-membering those lost: The role of monuments in narrative repair. 

Name of Researcher: Shemana Cassim 

Name of Supervisors: Darrin Hodgetts, Ottilie Stolte 

I have received an information sheet about this research project or the researcher has explained the study to 

me. I have had the chance to ask any questions and discuss my participation with other people. Any questions 

have been answered to my satisfaction. 

I agree to participate in this research project and I understand that I may with draw at any time. If I have any 

concerns about this project, I may contact the convenor of the Research and Ethics Committee (Dr Lewis 

Bizo, phone: 838 4466 ext. 6402 or 856 0095, e-mail: lbizo@waikato.ac.nz ) 

 

Participant’s Name: _________________________Signature: ____________________Date: ____________ 

mailto:lbizo@waikato.ac.nz
mailto:lbizo@waikato.ac.nz
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APPENDIX F: Sinhalese Participant Consent Form 

                                                        

          අ    

අ           

             හ              ත 

 

              :               :         හ       හ                      

            :           

අ           :  හ            හ ජ   ,                   

   හ                                  හ                                හ    

        ඇ .           ඕ            ඇ     හ       හභ                     ඟ 

                          ඇ .                              හ            ඇ . 

              හභ            ඟ      ,          ඕ                    හ       ඇ  

      හ     .                          හ                ඕ                        

                        හ   . (                ,        ං   : (+64 7) 838 4466 ext. 6402, 

(+64 7) 856 0095, e-mail: lbizo@waikato.ac.nz ) 

 

 හභ            : ____________________     : ____________________    : _______________ 

 

    

          අ    

අ           

                         ත 

 

              :               :         හ       හ                      

            :           

අ           :  හ            හ ජ   ,                   

   හ                                  හ                                හ    

        ඇ .           ඕ            ඇ     හ       හභ                     ඟ 

                          ඇ .                              හ            ඇ . 

              හභ            ඟ      ,          ඕ                    හ       ඇ  

      හ     .                          හ                ඕ                        

                        හ   . (                ,           : (+64 7) 838 4466 ext. 6402, 

(+64 7) 856 0095, e-mail: lbizo@waikato.ac.nz ) 

 

 හභ            : ____________________     : ____________________    : _______________ 

mailto:lbizo@waikato.ac.nz
mailto:lbizo@waikato.ac.nz
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APPENDIX G: Summary of Participants’ Profile 

 

 

  

Prior to tsunami Following tsunami Immediate Close relatives Monument Art form Other material object(s)

Material object(s) of significance
Pseudonym Gender Age

Family members lost as a result of tsunamiOccupation/Responsibilities

Ajith

√ √

√√

Priyani F 37 Part-time student Tourism industry
√

Security guardCoral reef mining46M

Kumara

Priyantha

Nadhee F

M

M 43

57

42 Housewife

Coral reef mining

Politician School Principal

Works in coconut industry

Housewife
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
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APPENDIX H: Priyani’s Poems with English 

Translations 

 

Poems from document 1: 

මහා මුහුදේ රැලි අතදේ මදේ අම්මා සැඟවී ගියා, 

මහා මුහුදේ රැලි අතදේ මදේ සතුට සැඟවී ගියා, 

මහා මුහුදේ රැලි අතදේ සැඟදෙන්න මට හිදතනො. 

My mother is lost; shielded by the waves of the great ocean, and so is 

my happiness. I too feel like shielding myself, hiding among those 

waves. 

 

 හ                 ඒ    , 

                    ඇ                , 

                              හ       , 

                      . 

 හ                                       .. 

The day that the great ocean encroached the land, why did you depart 

leaving your daughter all alone? The moment my mother took her 

leave from this world that day, the tears I shed formed a sea. 

Will the tears flowing from my eyes because of the great ocean ever 

cease? 

 

                         , 

                     , 

                හ       , 

        හ        ... 

                     ඟ           ... 
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There is no divine comfort like being in the presence of your warmth 

mother, there is no divine love like your loving heart. You daughter is 

not fortunate enough to be close to you. There has never been a 

greater sorrow in the world than this.   

 

මුහුෙ ද ොඩට  ැලූ ෙෙදසේ ඔය දෙන්නා දේර න්න ෙැරි උනාට 

සමා දෙන්න අම්දම් තාත්දත් 

එො පටන් මදේ දෙදනතින් උනු කඳුලුයි තාම  ෙන්දන් 

ඔය දෙන්නාදේ දසදනහස මිස නැහැ දෙන දසදනහසක් ෙටින්දන් 

මදේ දෙොදේ හිරුයි සඳුයි නිවී ගියාදන්  

ඔය දෙන්නාදේ දපොඩි දූ අෙ තනි උොදන් 

ඔය දෙන්නාදේ දපොඩි දුෙ  ැන මැවූ සිහින මහා මුහුෙට යටෙ දනොයන්දන් 

ඒ සිහිනය ඉටුෙනො, දෙේදෙොෙ සිට ඔය දෙන්නා, හිනැදහනො දන් 

ඒ හින්ෙයි තෙමත් මා ජීෙත් දෙන්දන් 

Mother and father, I ask for forgiveness for not being able to save you 

the day the ocean encroached the land. The tears that started flowing 

from my eyes that day are still flowing today. I do not value any other 

love aside from yours. You, the sun and moon of my world were 

extinguished. Your youngest daughter is left on her own today. The 

hopes and dreams you had for your youngest daughter, did not sink 

along with the waves. The day those hopes and dreams are fulfilled, 

you will be smiling down from the world of the Gods. That is why I am 

still alive.     

 

Poems from document 2: 

                හ   ඟ   , 

                            , 

                         , 

                       ඇ    

The animals where basking in the sun’s rays, when an earthquake 

caused the ocean to suddenly encroach the land. Amidst the ruins and 
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devastation in life I am alone, where did the waves pull my mother and 

father to? 

 

        හ                    ඇ  , 

                 , 

ඒ                         , 

        හඬ      හඬ          

The waves enter my home in the evening as the sun sets and call to me; 

calling me ‘daughter’, they call me to where my parents rest. The 

echoes make my heart cry out in sorrow. 

   

ක්ෂිතිඡය ඉදම් ආකාදසේ, ඒ දෙන්නාදේ සිතුම් පැතුම්, 

දනොමැදකන දෙස ලියා තිදෙනො. 

ඒ පැතුමන් ඉටු කරන්නට, ජීෙත් දෙනො. 

භදෙන් භදේ මදේ මේපිදයෝ දෙදපොෙ පතනො.   

The thoughts and dreams of my parents lie at the edge of the horizon. 

They are written in a way that will never be erased. I live to fulfil those 

hopes and dreams. I hope that in every rebirth they will remain my 

parents. 

 


